SONY logo appears then flies towards screen. Columbia Pictures. Village Roadshow Pictures. GHOST CORPS logo. Columbia Pictures Presents. Thunder. In Association with Village Roadshow Pictures. Pan down from sky to the Aldridge Mansion Museum. Day.A tour guide named Garrett lectures a group of people about the Aldridge Mansion's history in its main hall. Note: The first name of the character is "Garrett" but it is listed incorrectly as "Garret" in the subtitles.GARRETT: So, the Aldridge Mansion is the only 19th century home in New York City preserved both inside and out. At the time of its construction, it was one of the most elegant homes in existence, featuring every luxury including a face bidet and an anti-Irish security fence.(extended edition)Note: Garrett's mention of  "featuring every luxury including a face bidet and anti-Irish security fence" is only in the theatrical version.GARRETT: Um, interesting fact, this grandfather clock was on the Titanic and was saved by Sir Aldridge. A Romanian woman and her child were forced to leave the lifeboat to make room.(extended edition end)Garrett gestures at the drawing room.GARRETT: Uh, over here, you can imagine Sir Aldridge entertaining his wealthy guests. It's said that, in this very room, P.T. Barnum first had the idea to enslave elephants.GARRETT: And if you'll follow me...Now, I'm gonna tell you something a little spooky.He stops at door. Camera pans around to show the various guests listening to his story.GARRETT: On the morning of October 25th, 1894, Sir Aldridge awoke, furious, when his breakfast was not waiting for him. So he called to his servants, but none of them responded. Why? Because, during the night, one by one, they had each been stabbed to death in their sleep. It was later discovered they were murdered by his eldest daughter, Gertrude Aldridge. Garrett backs up into the library and presents a portrait of Gertrude hanging up above them.GARRETT: Sir Aldridge once wrote in his diary, "I know God makes no mistakes, but I believe he may have been drunk when he built Gertrude's personality." Now, to spare the family public humiliation, instead of turning her in to the police, they locked her in this basement. [backs up to door] And they fed her... through this slot. [rattles slot] Years later, when a new owner moved in, they dug out her remains. But, after repeatedly hearing strange sounds, he sealed it shut. That's right. No one has opened this door since then.A candlestick falls from a table near the door.GARRETT: Okay. Follow me. Maybe steer clear of the door.A close-up on the candlestick as people walk over it. There is a strange glowing device below the table. Early evening exterior. Later, as everyone is gone, Garrett flicks a switch down then picks up the candle and looks at the bottom. He gets out a clicker and presses it, revealing a handle below the candlestick that makes it fall by itself. He chuckles then puts the candle back on the table. He walks away but the basement door creaks. The look on his face changes. Garrett turns around. He slowly walks back to the door. The door knob turns. The door shakes and a woman's scream is heard. He rushes to the front door – and the doorknob suddenly heats up when he tries to grab it. He recoils in pain. The knob is red. An unseen force then pushes Garrett towards the wall, breaking  a frame and table. A scared Garrett then goes to the drawing room, and grabs a chair.GARRETT: Sorry, Sir Aldridge. I got to get out of here! He tries throwing the chair towards the window… only for it to stop in mid-air and hurl itself back at him. Screams are still heard when Garrett decides to take the first opened door he sees in the main hall… and finds himself in the basement. There, green ectoplasm appears with a distinctive glow through cracks in the floor.GARRET: Oh, Garrett, you idiot.Door slams shut. The ectoplasm rises through the crack and bubbles. Garrett lifts his hands from the rail and sees he has ectoplasm all over it. He grimaces and panics.GARRET: No.He tries to run to the stairs, but the steps collapse as he takes each step. He screams. He hangs as the stairwell collapses to the ground. A blue mist rises from the floor. The music shifts to the "Ghostbusters" song. An entity with a blue silhouette starts approaching Garrett.GARRETT: No! No! No! No! No! Nooooo!Outside the Aldridge Mansion, a light flickers from inside as the "Ghostbusters" song by Ray Parker Jr. plays. The title "GHOSTBUSTERS" hover over day shots of New York City. There is a shot of the Verizon Building at 375 Pearl Street near the Brooklyn Bridge then closes in, shots of the city, then a shot of Columbia University in Morningside Heights then a shot of the Alma Mater statue at the Low Memorial Library. Erin Gilbert walks across the campus greeting other professors but they do not reciprocate.ERIN: Daniel, Teresa. (extended edition only)Cut to Erin entering a room inside an administration building filled with a lot of professors.ERIN: Dr. Roberts. Robert, hello.One of them nods. Phil Hudson is looking at Erin.PHIL: Erin, sweetheart. Hi.ERIN: Hello, Phil. She kisses him on cheek, then brushes his left shoulder.PHIL: Good morning, Jack. Hi.ERIN: Did you hear the news?PHIL: Tell me.ERIN: I'm lecturing in the big hall today.PHIL: Darling, that's wonderful.ERIN: I know.PHIL: This is what you're wearing?ERIN: What?PHIL: I have someone I want you to meet. Phyllis, I would like to introduce Erin Gilbert. She specializes in theoretical particle physics.Phil takes her to Phyllis Adler.ERIN: I'm -- I'm a huge fan. This is such an honor to meet you.PHIL: Phyllis is guest lecturing in Daniels' astrophysics and cosmology.ERIN: Wow.PHIL: Erin just learned she's being published.ERIN: Yes, well, I'm very proud.PHYLLIS: I don't allow my lab to submit to journals anymore. I think journals tamper with the process and ultimately hurt scientific research.ERIN: Yeah. It's like when scientists get caught up, you know, in those dumb awards. You know...PHYLLIS: Oh, awards are massively important.ERIN: Yes, no, I was saying it'd be dumb not to go after awards, 'cause that's where science really shines.PHYLLIS: It's, unfortunately, the only way to draw attention to good science.ERIN: Excellent point. Mmm-hmm. All right. I should be going. She leans to kiss Phil.PHIL: Hey, Simon. She kisses his shoulder then brushes it.ERIN: Well, I'm going to lecture right now in the big hall. It's good that it's big, too, 'cause I've got a lot of big ideas I'm going to be spreading.PHIL: Hey, good luck on your tenure review. Make me proud.ERIN: Fingers crossed. Not that crossing your fingers means anything, 'cause it doesn't.PHYLLIS: Oh, I couldn't disagree more. It's been proven that superstitions can have tremendous performance benefits.ERIN: Exactly. I'm wrong about everything. [chuckles] All right. Well, I'm gonna try to get out of here without stepping on these cracks. I don't want my mom calling me, like... 'Argh' [gestures sore back and chuckles and grunts] Oh, see, when they change direction, you've got to...PHYLLIS: So, you know her?Erin grabs man's ponytail.ERIN: Oh! Ding dong. [laughs]Man turns to her.PHIL: Yeah.(end extended edition scene)Erin is in front of a white board with her grand unified theory written all over it. She is practicing her lecture in an auditorium.ERIN: Sean, that is an excellent question. As you can see from my calculations, we will soon be able to combine general relativity and quantum theory. [sighs]Blows a raspberry. She starts to stretch, gyrate, and bend.ERIN: Teaching in the big hall. Big day. She reaches for podium and shakes her butt, unaware a man named Ed Mulgrave is behind her. He is speechless.ERIN: Big hall. Big hall. Big hall. Big hall! Big hall! [gasps]She turns around and is startled by Ed Mulgrave. Above them reads, "Max Planck Auditorium." She walks over to the podium.MULGRAVE: Sorry to interrupt, but I need to speak to you about something you wrote.ERIN: Um... I'm sorry. Uh, yes. What, um...What publication?MULGRAVE: I'm talking about your book.ERIN: Mmm... Book. Um... I'm sorry, I don't know what you mean. Now, if you'll excuse me, my class will be here any minute.MULGRAVE: You're Erin Gilbert, right? Co-author of Ghosts from Our Past: Both Literally and Figuratively: The Study of the Paranormal?ERIN: No self-respecting scientist believes in the paranormal. I can assure you that. I'm sorry. You're looking for a different Erin Gilbert.(extended edition alternate line to "No self-respecting...")ERIN: I think you're looking for a different Erin Gilbert.  One that likes very long titles. (extended edition end)MULGRAVE: Okay. But this really does look like you.Mulgrave opens the book the the inside jacket at the back. Erin peers into it.ERIN: What? No. Yeah, that's me. Look, it was a very long time ago, and it was just a gag between a couple of friends. I'm sorry.MULGRAVE: A 460-page gag? The first sentence is, "This is not a joke."ERIN: [sighs] What do you want?MULGRAVE: Well, I'm Ed Mulgrave. I'm the historian at the Aldridge Mansion, and I believe it's haunted. If you could just come take a look. I tried the police, but I just sound crazy.ERIN: I'm sorry. That book you're holding is utter nonsense. I don't even know how you got that. I thought I burned both copies.MULGRAVE: It's on Amazon. Both hard copy and e-book.ERIN: What?MULGRAVE: It's on Books on Tape, too. Only, I know how to read.ERIN: Is it now?Erin checks the Amazon page in her office. She looks at her author page.ERIN: No! No, no, no, no, no. I'm gonna kill you, Abby. Oh.A knock. Dean Harold Filmore steps in. She fake stretches while turning her monitor away from Filmore.FILMORE: Erin.ERIN: Hi! Oh, Dr. Filmore. Hello, hi.FILMORE: We're set for the final review of your tenure case on Thursday.ERIN: Great.FILMORE: But I saw that you had a recommendation letter from Dr. Branum at Princeton.ERIN: Uh...FILMORE: Their science department is really not what it used to be. And I would consider getting a referral from a more prestigious college.ERIN: More prestigious than Princeton?FILMORE: Yes.She holds up a black folder to block his view of her monitor.ERIN: Um, hmm.FILMORE: You see, I think you're an asset to modern physics, but I would hate to see you throw it down the drain.(extended edition)ERIN: No. No, no, no, sir. (extended edition end)I won't throw it down the drain. And I will get on that letter. (extended edition)ERIN: Yes. Princeton. More like Prince-tons of dummies go there. [laughs](extended edition end)FILMORE: About your clothes...ERIN: Yes? Did you... FILMORE: Uh... ERIN: Too sexy for academia?FILMORE: Never mind.ERIN: No, no, no. What is it?FILMORE: Never mind!Filmore passes a bust in the hall of Harold Ramis. She turns monitor back to original position and looks at Abby's author page.ERIN: I don't...ERIN: Abby. You promised you wouldn't do this. She scrolls down page and reads her bio.ERIN: "Abigail continues her passion for the study of the paranormal at the Kenneth P. Higgins Institute of Science."Chapter 2 begins at 10:26 mark (extended edition) or 8:24 mark (theatrical version).Bird's eye view of Erin exiting from a yellow taxi cab in the Bronx then adjusts to normal camera POV. She walks forward to the entrance to the Kenneth P. Higgins Institute of Science. She passes two students fighting. Cut to her in a hallway.STUDENT: Come on, F7! Are you kidding me?Erin pauses at the door to the Paranormal Studies Laboratory. She sees name plates for "Dr. Abigail L. Yates" and "Dr. Jillian Holtzmann" and a sign that reads "Do not write stupid things on this door!" with 'stupid' added on in red marker. Muttering of students and banging on vending machine is heard off screen. She steps in. "25" is on the door that's held open. She looks around. Various pieces of tech. She sees a table with stacks of Ghosts from Our Past and two yellow Post It Notes. One has prices crossed off from $29.99 to 15.99 to its current price of 5.99. The other reads "Special! Going like hotcakes!" She knocks on door.ERIN: Hello?ABBY: [off screen somewhere] I've been waiting a long time.ERIN: Has been a while, hasn't it?ABBY: Hope you brought me more than one wonton.Bennie, the delivery boy enters behind Erin.ERIN: Excuse me? Oh.Abby draws orange curtains and silently reacts to Erin. As does Erin to Abby. Abby is wearing a helmet of some sort with wires strewn about.ABBY: Huh. Well, well, well. Erin.ERIN: Abby.BENNIE: Bennie.ABBY: Yes, I know who you are, Bennie. Can I just... Can I have my lunch that I've been waiting an hour for?Bennie steps forward and hands a plastic bag to Abby.BENNIE: You know they make smaller headphones now, right?ABBY: It's an advance in science. Thank you for asking. Probably the future you're looking at. Here you go.She hands him some folded bills.ABBY: Why don't you show Miss Gilbert to the door.BENNIE: Oh, it's just the same door we came in from.ERIN: Yeah, I know how to get out. It's figurative.BENNIE: It's really not that hard.Bennie tries to grab her arm and guide her.ERIN: No, I'm okay. Don't.BENNIE: I tried. [shrugs]ABBY: Poorly.ERIN: You put our book online without my permission.ABBY: I don't need your permission.ERIN: Of course you need my permission. I wrote that book with you. My name is on it.ABBY: No. Absolutely not. That book is a whole new revenue stream for me. And I'm, like, one-tenth away from getting a new mini fridge in here.ERIN: Look, I am up for tenure right now.ABBY: Ooh, "I'm up for tenure." [mumbles mockingly]ERIN: And if my colleagues at Columbia University Google my name, that is the first thing that comes up. Along with a ghost emoji now, thank you very much, ...that does a little dance. [imitates the dance]ABBY: You know what? That book was our baby. And you abandoned that baby before it even learned to fly!ERIN: Okay, well, books can't fly. And neither can babies, so...ABBY: You don't know. I'll tell you what. If I had a human baby that could fly, I--I wouldn't be telling the press about it. If I had a flying baby, I'd zip this, and so would you. ERIN: There is no experimental backing for anything in that book. And it makes me look like a crazy person.ABBY: God! Are you kidding me?ERIN: What?ABBY: I got one wonton! I got a tub of soup, and I got one split wonton. Look at that, just floating there.ERIN: I'm sorry you're having a soup crisis right now.ABBY: There's not even any meat in there. That's just a carrot.ERIN: Abby, please.ABBY: Yes.ERIN: Abby!ABBY: [now on the phone] You're killing me. I got one wonton again. You got to send Bennie back. And tell him no tip. I should charge him. And it was split up the middle!(extended edition alternate lines to "You're killing me...")I got one wonton! I will take my top off for Bennie if it gets me three more wontons. I swear to God.HOLTZMANN: You carry a lot of tension in your shoulders.(extended edition end)HOLTZMANN: Come here often?Erin turns and sees Jillian Holtzmann sitting at a table with a lit torch.ERIN: I'm sorry, hello? Who are you?Holtzmann takes feet off her table, stands, and shakes Erin's hand.HOLTZMANN: Holtzmann.(extended edition)HOLTZMANN: Virgo. Avid skier. Gluten-full. And 100% jazzed to meet you.(extended edition end)ERIN: Erin.HOLTZMANN: I've heard terrible things about you.Note: "I've heard terrible things about you." is only in the theatrical edition.Abby returns.ABBY: Don't get too close to her, Holtzmann. She'll ask you to write a book, and then she'll squash your dreams.ERIN: Okay.ABBY: Holtzmann works with me here in the lab. She's a brilliant engineer and very loyal. She would not abandon you.ERIN: I get it.ABBY: She also happens to specialize in experimental particle physics.ERIN: Oh.(extended edition)ABBY: She was almost hired by CERN.Holtzmann pulls her glasses outward like 'not to tout my own horn'.ERIN: Uh, what happened?HOLTZMANN: There was a lab incident.ABBY: But he's gonna wake up.HOLTZMANN: He woke up yesterday.ABBY: Great.HOLTZMANN: Then he screamed and went back into a coma.ABBY: Well, I bet all that screaming tuckered him out.ERIN: Um, can we get back to our discussion please?ABBY: Oh, gosh, it sounds like a great time, but I'm gonna have to say no because --(extended edition end)ABBY: -- Holtzmann [Holtzmann blinks at Erin] and I are really busy here actualizing what we just theorized about in our book.ERIN: Really?ABBY: Yeah. We're incredibly close on the hollow laser for the reverse tractor beam. Really close.ERIN: You're making a reverse tractor beam?HOLTZMANN: Abby, why don't you let her listen to the EVP.ERIN: What EVP?ABBY: No. Not... There's no EVP.HOLTZMANN: EVP is electro...ERIN: Electro voice phenomenon. I'm familiar. I know what it means. And there's never been one substantiated.ABBY: Oh, there hasn't? There hasn't been one... You know what? You come with me. With a suit on and you get so cocky.HOLTZMANN: A few months ago, we spent eight nights at the Chelsea Hotel. We didn't get anything. ABBY: Well, we didn't think so. And then later, in the lab,when we were reviewing these tapes...Abby starts the tape. Click. Scrambles. Holtzmann and Abby lean in. Erin approaches the Kudelski Nagra III Reel to Reel Tape Recorder slowly… and suddenly a recorded fart sound plays. Abby does a spooky "ooo" noise while Holtzmann laughs.ERIN: Wow, you really got me.ABBY: You know what? Usually we can't even get people over here. But we have never...HOLTZMANN: She came right over to it.ABBY: Never had anybody actually put their face down close to the machine.ERIN: It's a cool joke. That was funny. It's disgusting.HOLTZMANN: Is it more or less disgusting if I tell you it came from the front?ABBY: Oh.(extended edition)ABBY: Oh, you didn't... Oh.HOLTZMANN: I can do it live if you want.(extended edition end)ERIN: What's next? You gonna give me a wedgie?ABBY: No. I think both of us pretty much feel you have enough stuck up your butt.HOLTZMANN: Burn!Both Holtzmann and Abby laugh.ERIN: Okay, you know what, I thought we could have an adult conversation, but apparently we can't.ABBY: Erin, if you don't believe in this stuff anymore, then why were you looking for the book?ERIN: A man came to see me at my work saying his building was haunted.ABBY: What building?Holtzmann looks at Abby.ERIN: The Aldridge Mansion. It's obviously a joke.Abby and Holtzmann walk past Erin over to a computer.ERIN: What are you doing? Uh! See, this is, this is exactly...ABBY: You want to go find some ghosts?HOLTZMANN: Yes.Abby and Holtzmann do an elaborate patty cake. HOLTZMANN: Break!ABBY: Ooh!ERIN: Wait, you're going?HOLTZMANN: I got the pack.ERIN: Abby! Please, Abby. The book.ABBY: Come on. Let's go!ERIN: I'm not going with you guys.ABBY: Oh, no. Are you kidding? You were never invited! I need you out of the lab, so I can lock the door.ERIN: Oh. Well, you said "let's," so...ABBY: Oh, my God. Just pull the...HOLTZMANN: We're wasting time. ABBY: Just close the door behind you, it'll lock!Cut to Abby and Holtzmann hurrying down the front steps with Erin behind.ERIN: Abby, wait!ABBY: Hey! Taxi! Hey! Hey!A yellow taxi van pulls up.ERIN: Abby. Abby, come on. Please,  Abby, just take the book down. Please.ABBY: All right, all right, but you have to introduce us to this guy at the Aldridge Mansion.ERIN: Yes, he would love to meet you.ABBY: Then I will consider, maybe, taking the book down until you get your stupid tenure at your stupider college.ERIN: Absolutely. Yes, I will. Yes, of course!Cut to the taxi arriving at the Aldridge Mansion. Abby, Holtzmann, and Erin exit the taxi.ABBY: You got it?GARRETT: Excuse me! Excuse me! We're not open. Can I help you?Garrett is across the street from Aldridge Mansion standing on the sidewalk. They walk over.ERIN: Yes. Hi. We're looking for Ed Mulgrave. I wanted to introduce these people to him.ABBY: Hi there.ERIN: He came to see me this morning.GARRETT: Ed Mulgrave?ERIN: Yes.GARRETT: But Ed Mulgrave died 15 years ago.ABBY: Yes! That's awesome!HOLTZMANN: What?ABBY: Dead for 15 years! Ed's a ghost! Ha! Knew it!ERIN: I just saw him today... Oh.ERIN: He's... So, who is this?GARRETT: That's Ed's son. Ed Junior.ERIN: Okay. That's obviously who I meant. That's...ABBY: Hi, Junior. If I may, uh, when is the last time the paranormal entity was actually seen? And if you were to rank it, let's say between probably a T1 and T5...MULGRAVE: Garrett here saw it on Tuesday, and I believe it made him soil himself.GARRETT: Jesus.ABBY: Wow. Soiling. I'd put that at a T3.HOLTZMANN: T4, if it was poop.GARRETT: What?HOLTZMANN: Unless you ate something weird. Then it wasn't the ghost. Kinda hard to suss that out after the fact though.GARRETT: I didn't soil myself.MULGRAVE: He did. He called me sobbing, saying, "Oh, my God, my pants are toast."(extended edition)ABBY: Did you happen to keep a sample of the soiling?GARRETT: A sample?(extended edition end)ERIN: Okay. All right.ABBY: I'd love to get that back to the lab.ERIN: Well, uh, so I have made the introduction.GARRETT: Yeah, thank you. [sarcastically]ERIN: There you go.ABBY: All right, well, how 'bout you take us across the street. I got to get in there, set up. Let's go on a tour.He throws the keys on the street.ABBY: Uh...GARRETT: You're gonna die in there.Chapter 3 starts at 17:52 mark in extended edition and 15:21 mark in theatrical edition.Interior of the Aldridge. Abby turns on her P.K.E. Meter. Holtzmann is holding a can of regular Pringles against her side while filming Abby with a Sony 4K camcorder. Erin stands in doorway and looks at the meter curiously.HOLTZMANN: Aldridge Mansion. Take one. And we are rolling.ABBY: Checking the settings. We look good.ERIN: What is that? Looks like one of those things that makes cotton candy.ABBY: It's a PKE meter. There's a ghost anywhere around here, this baby's gonna find it.They walk further in.ERIN: Does it work?ABBY: Uh, yeah, [scoffs] it works. I just haven't had the appropriate proximity to an entity for it to work. Strange reading here.She tries to open the basement door but it is locked. Erin tries to block Hotlzmann from filming her.HOLTZMANN: Ma'am, can you tell us where you got the world's tiniest bow tie?Briefly POV of camcorder on bow tie. "1:29" in bottom right corner.ERIN: Uh, it came with the shirt.ABBY: Okay, somebody really doesn't want us getting in that door.HOLTZMANN: Can you tell us what it's like to walk around in those shoes all day?ERIN: It's not fun.Brief POV of camcorder.HOLTZMANN: All right.ABBY: Oh, Holtzmann, check this out.HOLTZMANN: Hold your ponies.Erin steps on ectoplasm. She reaches down and touches it. The basement door creaks opens behind her. She pauses and looks over her shoulder.ERIN: All right. Good gag.ABBY: Hey, are you getting that?ERIN: Very funny. Is everything a joke to you guys?ABBY: Just your mama. No, actually, I think the world of your mom.ERIN: You guys put all that gooey stuff on the floor. You opened the basement door. You tried to freak me out.ABBY: We did not open the basement door... Basement door is open.HOLTZMANN: I didn't open it. Did you open it?ABBY: I did not open it.ERIN: You know what, it was probably Ed. And the guy who didn't poop his pants.ABBY: Uh-uh-uh-uh. Look over there.Outside still on the sidewalk are Garrett and Mulgrave. Mulgrave checks his wristwatch. Garrett says something to Mulgrave. The P.K.E. Meter suddenly spins furiously.ABBY: I didn't even know it did that.Noise is heard.ABBY: Oh. Ah. I... My ears just...ERIN: Mine just popped, too.ABBY: That is definitely...ERIN: An AP-xH shift. Yes!ABBY: Shift. I mean, for sure. That's...HOLTZMANN: Uh, guys? A blue glow is seen emanating from the basement.ABBY: I don't think we're alone. Holy crap. Let me have the camera. Thank you. Okay.There is a crunching noise, but it's just Holtzmann eating Pringles chips from the can.ERIN: How can you be eating right now?HOLTZMANN: Just try saying no to these salty parabolas.(extended edition alternate line)HOLTZMANN: Once you pop...(extended edition end)Gertrude comes out through the basement doorway.ABBY: Are you seeing what I'm seeing? Good God. Class 4 apparition. Distinct human form.ERIN: This can't be happening.HOLTZMANN: Oh, it's happening, all right.ABBY: That's the most beautiful thing I have ever seen.ERIN: I'm gonna try to talk to it.ABBY: Just be careful, she could be malevolent.ERIN: Yeah, just make sure you're recording it.ABBY: Yeah, I'm getting it all.ERIN: Okay.ABBY: Just be cautious.ERIN: I think she wants to communicate with us.ABBY: I knew it, I knew it, I knew it.ERIN: It's okay. She seems peaceful. Hello. ABBY: I think you're gorgeous. [chuckles]ERIN: Hello. Hi. Um, my name is Erin Gilbert, Doctor of Particle Physics at Columbia...Gertrude vomits ectoplasm all over Erin. POV of camcorder. Time is now 2:09 pm. Erin exhales.HOLTZMANN: Yes!ERIN: Oh, God!Gertrude flies through a window.ABBY: She's getting away! Come on!They run outside after Gertrude.ERIN: Hurry, hurry! Run!ABBY: Get it, get it!ERIN: Where'd it go? Where'd it go? Where'd it go? Where'd it go?HOLTZMANN: There! Oh!They watch as Gertrude streaks away.ERIN: What just happened? Abby, what just happened?ABBY: I'll tell you what just happened. We saw a ghost.ERIN: We saw a ghost!ABBY: Yeah, we saw a ghost!ERIN: We saw a ghost! Oh, my God!ABBY: We saw a ghost.ERIN: We saw a ghost!Abby and Erin hug as Holtzmann dances.ABBY: Oh, my God, we saw a ghost! We were right! We weren't crazy!ABBY/ERIN: Oh. Oh.Abby woots. Holtzmann babbles.POV of camcorder. At 2:14 pm.HOLTZMANN: We saw a ghost! ERIN: Ghosts are real! Ghosts are real! I believe in ghosts 'cause I just saw one! They're real!Cut to the video now on YouTube. Mouse clicks. Video pauses. Pan out to Harold Filmore's office.ERIN: Who is that?FILMORE: Dr. Bronstein saw this on Reddit.ERIN: Hmm.FILMORE: It was re-blogged from a site entitled Ghost News. Not a publication I'd heard of. I hope you understand that when we give someone tenure...ERIN: Oh, I accept your tenure. [laughs]FILMORE:When we give someone tenure, they represent this institution. But this is just not what this institution is about.Cut to Erin walking down a hall with her belongings in a box.ERIN: Dr. Gibbons. Hello. Just moving offices. You know. They found a couple cats in the wall. Really stunk in there. Glad I'm getting out. I didn't get fired.(extended version alternate lines)ERIN: Ah, Dr. Gibbons. Found mold in my office, so I gotta move. Don't tell anyone. I don't want people to panic or anything. Kids, hello. I didn't get fired. Even though I have the old plant in the box. Margaret, hi. Just taking my plant out for some air. Just like to carry it in this box with all my other personal stuff. Phil. Phil. Hi. Phil, um... If you turn around, you'll see me. I'm right behind you. Oh, yeah. He's looking at that chart. Couldn't figure that out, either. Call me when you figure that out. Haven't been able to. Samantha. Hi. How are you? Ugh. Sixty. Seventy. Sometimes, I like to put all my stuff from my office in a box and just do some exercises and just use it as weights. Eighty.(end extended edition scene)Chapter 4 starts at 23:00 mark in extended edition or 19:59 mark in theatrical edition.Cut to Erin walking into the Paranormal Studies Laboratory. She throws down her purse angrily.Erin: I got fired!(extended edition scene)ERIN: Well, I hope you're happy. That video you posted got me fired. Fired!Erin picks up a prototype grenade.ABBY: No! God, no! We will all die.HOLTZMANN: Turn to ash from the inside out.ERIN: What?ABBY: Put it down. Carefully. Put it... Put it down... Oh, my God.ERIN: Fired! I got fired!(extended edition end)ERIN: Fired! After years, years of hard work. And ass-kissing. God, I kissed so many different kinds of asses.ABBY: Erin, we're sorry that you lost your job. But, I mean, there is kind of a glass is half full aspect of it. I mean, we saw a real ghost. You know, and she was beautiful.HOLTZMANN: Till she dislocated her jaw and ecto-projected all over you.ERIN: Yeah, that stuff went everywhere, by the way, in every crack.ABBY: But, I got to say, even that was kind of spectacularly beautiful.ERIN: I did detect a heavy ionization discharge. I mean, I could smell it.ABBY: A full-torso transmogrification with corporeal aggression. I mean, how often does that happen? I mean, they want us to be quiet about that? We are not gonna be quiet about that. And it's not just us. We have over 100 comments already. [points] And they're not all crazies. Come here, I want to show you this. Abby takes Erin to the computer.ABBY: Read that.ERIN: "Ain't no bitches gonna hunt no ghosts."ABBY: Oh, no, no. Okay. The one below it. This woman is describing a Class 3 haunting in her house. She can't just move. She can't call the police. She can't call her friends. Who's she gonna call?TV: Ghost Jumpers!ANNOUNCER: Tonight, the Ghost Jumpers make contact with the ghost of Bigfoot.ABBY: God! These phonies! I mean, you know what? These guys are the reason you got fired. It's because of stuff like this that makes it impossible for us to do our real work. This cannot be the best option for people. Okay, we are on the cusp of something here, a real discovery. Unlike Columbia, this institute is 100% behind us.ERIN: Really?ABBY: Erin, this is what we have dreamed about since we were little kids. I know that if you come and join us here, they are gonna be so pumped. We just have to go upstairs and ask for more money.Cut to them in Dean Thomas Shanks' office.DEAN: I just honestly didn't realize your department still existed.ABBY: What?DEAN: Come on, ghosts? I will not let the 12-year reputation of this fine institution be besmirched by you!ABBY: Oh, come on! Suddenly this place has a classy reputation to uphold? You're only dean now because the last dean went to jail.DEAN: Are you saying that I'm not qualified?ABBY: You spell science with an "Y." And what's upsetting about that is… I don't think you know that that's wrong.DEAN: This is an institution of higher learning. And if you guys want to study "ghosts," do it somewhere else, because I have two words for you.ERIN: Let me guess, "Get out"?ABBY: No, he's gonna say "suck it."ERIN: He's not gonna say "suck it."DEAN: Suck it.ERIN: You were right.DEAN: You know... Oh, my gosh. I think it might be a ghost. Oh, no, it's not. [Dean Shanks gives them the middle finger] It's just a bird. Bye. [He points to the door with his middle finters] There's the door. Later days. Can you hear this? Let me turn it up. [He spins his hands as if it was a volume knob, whistling as he does so]ABBY: Oh, my God. This is incredibly immature behavior.Dean Shanks mimics blowing his hand as if it was a balloon, pretends it blows away, stops, and flips them the middle finger again.DEAN: Caught it.Cut to Holtzmann, Abby, and Erin wheeling equipment outside the institute.ABBY: Just a minor setback.ERIN: You know what, guys? I think we can really do this. We can become the first scientists to prove the existence of the paranormal. All we have to do is find an entity and capture it and bring it into a controlled environment. That's all!ABBY: Hey! There's the Erin I remember. Welcome back.ERIN: Thank you.HOLTZMANN: [giggles] Nice.ABBY: Okay, we should probably get this equipment out of here. They're gonna want it back.ERIN: I thought this stuff was yours.HOLTZMANN: All stolen.ERIN: No...DEAN: Hey! That worthless garbage belongs to this school!ABBY: Scatter! Scatter! Scatter! Go, go, go, scatter!Erin grits her teeth. They run for it. Shanks starts to run down steps with a wooden baseball bat.Establishing shot of New York City. A man walks down the steps to the Seward Street Subway Station. Patty Tolan sits inside a MTA booth. She tries to strike a conversation with people as they walk by. But no one talks to her.PATTY: Hey. Uh, good morning. Okay. Hey, how you doing, sir? Got a Metro... Hey. That's a dope jacket, man. I got that jacket. You know what? It's a sweater. I made a mistake. You have a good day, all right?Rowan walks up to her booth. She looks forward and is startled but continues laughing with a smile.PATTY: Whoa. Hey! How you doing, man?ROWAN: They'll always ignore you. They are walking sewage, concerned only with their own trivial matters.PATTY: Okay. Um...ROWAN: When the Fourth Cataclysm begins, laborers, such as yourself, will be among the last led to the butchery. So, make the most of your extra time.PATTY: You are just a bundle of joy, ain't ya? You have a good day with your crazy ass. Wow! I wonder what train he taking.Patty watches the security monitors and sees Rowan.PATTY: Is he going on the tracks? [sighs] Oh, man... [she reaches]Cut to Patty steeping down to the tracks with a Streamlight E-Spot Firebox Flashlight Lantern.PATTY: You want to use the bathroom, there's a perfectly nice bathroom upstairs at Starbucks. Glass bottle clinks. Patty turns. Rowan runs across undetected by her. Crackling. A device like the one in Aldridge Mansion sparks is atop a panel. Patty looks at it. She sees a figure up ahead.PATTY: Hey, hey! Hey, you're not supposed to be down here, man. Only subway... Whoa!The device unleashes huge sparks and explodes into pieces. The man she saw is really a ghost. Rowan peers out from his hiding place. The ghost growls. The ghost turns its head at Patty.PATTY: What in the sweet hell?ROWAN: Exquisite.PATTY: Uh, I'm cool, dude. Yeah.The ghost floats closer to her.PATTY: Forget this, man! Forget this!She drops the Streamlight E-Spot Firebox Flashlight Lantern and runs off. POV is from the ground.Chapter 5 starts at 28:51 mark in extended edition or 25:27 mark in theatrical edition.Times Square near West 43rd Street. Camera pans down to... The Mercado Hotel. Rowan, now in the hotel uniform, turns the corner in a hallway. Room 2208 is behind him. He talks to himself.ROWAN: Aldridge Mansion? Check. Seward Street subway station? Check. Well done, Rowan. But still so many more checks to go. Cut to boiler room. All of Rowan's belongings - notes pinned up, equipment, framed degree and awards are on the wall. Rowan is talking to his reflection in a full length mirror.ROWAN: You have been bullied your entire life. Now you will be the bully. Trust in your abilities, and the universe shall bend before your will.A voice from a walkie talkie is heard.MAN: [Radio static] Hey, weirdo. We got a clogged toilet in 1843. It's bad. I mean, like, biblically bad. Get on it.There is a brief two second shot of Rowan's degrees and accolades. He won The American Physical Society's J.J. Sakurai Prize on April 6, 2000 for his "work on M-Theory, its connection to eleven dimensional super gravity at low energies and the compactifying of its extradimensions." Rowan won The Hughes Medal on November 29, 2013 for "pioneering development of inkjet printing processes for organic semiconductor devices and dramatic improvement of their functioning and efficiency." There is a Bachelors of Science in Physics from Stanford University (also known as The Leland Stanford Junior University) and a Doctor of Science in Physics from Massachusetts Institute of Technology (M.I.T.) dated June 6, 2007. A picture of Gertrude and mansion.ROWAN: Absolutely. Nothing would make me happier.MAN: Whatever, freak show. Just do it.ROWAN: And the universe shall bend before your will. Another device like the one in the Aldridge and Seward sparks. Mirrors with a green mist. ROWAN: Charge the lines. Create the vortex. Break the barrier.A green hand thuds against one of the mirrors from the inside.Abby, Erin, and Holtzmann walk down a sidewalk with a real estate rental agent.RENTAL AGENT: I found a fantastic spot for your business.ERIN: It's more of a research lab.They stop at the curb and look at the Firehouse at 14 North Moore Street.RENTAL AGENT: What do you think?ABBY: That's it?RENTAL AGENT: Let's go see your new home.They cross. Abby chuckles.HOLTZMANN: Oh, my God! Look at...ABBY: Look at it! Look at how high!HOLTZMANN: Look at the amazing spread!ABBY: Look at the ceiling to the floor height! Look, look! Look at this. Look at it.Abby and Holtzmann hug one of the beams.ERIN: It's perfect.HOLTZMANN: We got tons of space.ABBY: Stripper pole!ERIN: Uh, we'll take it.RENTAL AGENT: Great. The rent is $21,000 a month.ERIN: Burn in hell! (extended edition alternate line)ERIN: Fuck you.(extended edition end)RENTAL AGENT: Excuse me?ERIN: I'm sorry. Th-That's the rent?RENTAL AGENT: Yeah.ERIN: Who can afford that?RENTAL AGENT: All your friend said was that you were looking for a place to explore the unknown.ERIN: Okay, we need to explore something a lot cheaper.ABBY: There's an upstairs!RENTAL AGENT: Are you offended by the smell of Chinese food?Cut to  exterior of Zhu's Authentic Hong Kong Food in Chinatown. The lyric "I'm a whole lotta, show stopper!" from Muddy Magnolias's cover of "American Woman" is played. Cut to Abby, Erin, and Holtzmann now in the room above the Chinese restaurant. Erin and Holtzmann unpack. Abby, holding a plastic bag, talks to Bennie.ABBY: I have now moved above you, and you still can't help me out. How does it take you an hour to go up one flight of stairs?BENNIE: I have really bad knees.ABBY: You know what? [takes out container, swirls it] What is that?BENNIE: It's our hot and sour shrimp soup.ABBY: That looks like dishwater and one--one shrimp, and I think it's... I hope that's a water chestnut.Holtzmann starts dancing to DeBarge's "Rhythm of the Night." She lip synchs to a tool like it's a microphone. Erin smiles.ERIN: Oh, we're dancing? Okay.Holtzmann dances with two lit torches.ERIN: Let's be safe, though. Holtzmann slides.ERIN: Holtz. Holtz. Holtzmann! Fire! Fire's over there! Holtzmann dances with an extinguisher.ERIN: Over towards the fire.Blasts fire. Device is fried.ERIN: Thank you.Holtzmann pretends to go walking down stairs.ABBY: I hate to DeBarge in. [laughs and points] She loves that.HOLTZMANN: Is that by DeBarge? I thought it was Devo.Click. Music stops.ABBY: Anyway, I got the, uh, website up.ERIN: Oh.ABBY: I passed out a bunch of these fliers all over town, so I'm drumming us up a little business. ERIN: "If you see something, say something."Green paper. Phone number listed at (212) 120-2200.ABBY: It's catchy.ERIN: It's good. I think it might be the anti-terrorism slogan.ABBY: Oh, God. It is, isn't it?ERIN: It is. I'm sorry.ABBY: Well, I guess now we know why so many people are calling about suspicious-looking bags. Dang it.ERIN: I love the green paper!ABBY: Thank you.Kevin Beckman passes by the doorway then peers in.KEVIN: Hey. Uh, I'm here about the receptionist job.ERIN: Hi. Hi.KEVIN: Hi.HOLTZMANN: Is this a big ol' robot?ERIN: What?KEVIN: The receptionist job, um, that was in the paper. Um, that's what I was here about.ERIN: You're hired! [laughs]Kevin laughs. Holtzmann stares and smiles.ABBY: Okay, I... God, you're all sweaty. I think I got it. "If there's something strange in the..." [Erin pinches her] Ow. Oh! Kevin. Right?ERIN: Kevin. KEVIN: Yeah.ABBY: Abby. We spoke on the phone.KEVIN: We did. Yeah.ABBY: Hello there. Okay.ERIN: Kevin. Oh. [chuckles] That's a manly name. My name's Erin. With an "E," for "everything you want." [chuckles]ABBY: Okay. Well, we should probably... KEVIN: Hmm. ABBY: Should probably get started. Erin? Do you want to join us?ERIN: Yes.ABBY: [whispers] Erin.ERIN: I've got some questions.Cut to Kevin seated on one side of a table and Erin, Abby, and Holtzmann are seated opposite.ABBY: Okay. Here we go. Let me just get to my notes. Um... Okay. All right, first off, I just want to say...ERIN: You know, we should probably start with a very important question that we're asking all of the applicants. Um, you know, are you seeing anyone right now?Abby clears throat and rubs nose.KEVIN: Um, seeing anyone?ERIN: Yeah. Just for business purposes.ABBY: Business purposes only.KEVIN: Well, I'm seeing all three of you. [Abby laughs] In front of me.ABBY: Oh, just forget she even asked, because if she did, that would be illegal, so...KEVIN: Forgotten. [chuckles](extended edition)ABBY: Good.KEVIN: No, I've forgotten. I don't know what you asked.ABBY: There we go.(extended edition end)HOLTZMANN: Uh, Jillian Holtzmann, Radio Times. Uh, what have you been doing with your whole life? ERIN: Great question.KEVIN: [Kevin scratches his eyes through the eyeglass frames] Oh, well, um, lots of different jobs. Um, I did the "actor thing." Worked for...ABBY: I'm just gonna... Just real quick. Can I ask why no glass?KEVIN: Oh, uh, yeah. They just kept getting dirty, so I took them out.ABBY: That's...KEVIN: Don't have to clean them anymore.ABBY: Oh, boy.KEVIN: And I can just...ABBY: I got to -- I got to try to keep that in mind.ERIN: Yeah.KEVIN: Would it be okay if I bring Mike Hat to work sometimes? He has major anxiety problems.ABBY: You know what? I would love to let your cat live here with you, but I have a pretty severe cat allergy.KEVIN: No, I don't have a cat. He's a dog. His name is Mike Hat.ABBY: Your dog's name is My Cat?KEVIN: No, Mike Hat.ERIN: Your dog's name is Mike, last name Hat?KEVIN: Well, his full name is Michael Hat.ABBY: I can't say that I'm allergic to dogs, so...KEVIN: It's all right. He lives with my mum.ERIN: Well, then we have that figured out.ABBY: Okay. That was... One down. No cat. But you know what I say, let's jump ahead, uh... Kevin dabbles in web design. And I asked him to throw together...maybe a couple of logos for us.ERIN: Uh-huh.KEVIN: You want to see them?ABBY: Now is your moment. Pull it out.ERIN: Oh.KEVIN: Sure.ABBY: You're like a lawsuit waiting to happen. Here we go.KEVIN: Okay, so... [clears throat] What do you think of that?It's a drawing of a female ghost with large breasts.ERIN: Oh. Yeah, you do see how this might make us look bad, right?KEVIN: Uh, is it the boobs you don't like? 'Cause I can make them bigger.ABBY: Yeah, I can definitely see them. (extended edition alternate)ERIN: No, I can see them.HOLTZMANN: Ghost Tits was my nickname in middle school.KEVIN: Oh, right?(extended edition ends)ABBY: You know what? I think it's not always about the end result. It's about the journey.KEVIN: Well, uh, what about this one?ERIN: Oh, uh...ABBY: Uh... ERIN: I think that -- I think that's already a thing.KEVIN: What, 7-1-1?ABBY: It's 7-Eleven.KEVIN: Yep, it is. I have another option, though.ABBY: Okay, please.KEVIN: It's this one. That's one of my favorites.ERIN: Uh... I think you might've made a mistake. I don't think that one's for us.KEVIN: Oh, no. No, that's for you. You know, I just thought the floating hot dog implies that a ghost is holding it.ABBY: [Abby gasps in realization] Your work is more cerebral than I expected.(extended edition)HOLTZMANN: Still, so many questions about that choice. First one is, why a hot dog?KEVIN: Oh, I just like them. [Abby laughs nervously] Both food groups, all in one. Dogs and buns.ERIN: Um, those are great.(extended edition ends)KEVIN: See some more?ERIN: Those are great.ABBY: Yeah.ERIN: We're actually gonna discuss everything just for a second, so if you could just stand over there, we just need to convene for a moment.KEVIN: Okay. Sure. All right.ERIN: Thank you. Just go right over there. Don't listen. [chuckles]KEVIN: [He covers his eyes and smiles] I won't.ERIN: Oh. He covered his eyes. Guys, look, as much as I would like to have him here to look at... Um...Kevin rocks table.ABBY: What? ERIN: You don't find him attractive?ABBY: Kevin? Kevin pokes at aquarium.KEVIN: Ow! ABBY: God, no. Poor guy. Kevin pokes at aquarium again.KEVIN: Ow!ERIN: I don't know, guys. I don't know.ABBY: Come on, Erin. We need help around here. We cannot keep carrying that equipment up here. And I know the phones aren't ringing off the hook right now, but they will be.KEVIN: You know, an aquarium is a submarine for fish.ERIN: Listen, let's just see how the rest of the day goes. You know, talk to other people, and we will hire who is most qualified, okay? Deal?ABBY: There are no other people. He's the only applicant.HOLTZMANN: Excellent.Kevin strikes a gong then recoils at the sound. He reaches his fingers through his glasses to cover his eyes.KEVIN: God, that's loud, huh?ABBY: It's loud.ERIN: It's loud.ABBY: Kevin.KEVIN: Hmm?ABBY: You got the job.ERIN: Welcome aboard.KEVIN: Cool. Can I bring my suitcases up?ABBY: Yep, you sure can. Look at him.Kevin walks outside room, stubs foot.KEVIN: Ow!ABBY: Oh, uh, ma'am? Hi, ma'am. If you're waiting for takeout, you should really wait downstairs. Patty is seated outside on the lone chair reading a magazine.PATTY: Oh! [chuckles] This... The magazine was here, so, I don't know, I just thought that might be your waiting room. You know, fun fact about this place, that this building is built in the same place as the first Chinese gambling den in New York. Did you know that? I mean, it's, like, coincidence, huh?Also, um, I got chased by a ghost.ABBY: What?Chapter 6 starts at 37:36 mark in extended edition or 33:55 mark in theatrical edition.Cut to Abby, Erin, Holtzmann, and Patty walking through the Seward Street Subway Station. Patty is still telling them history trivia.PATTY: You know, up above us was the old New York prison. It's the first place in New York that they electrocuted people. I'm telling you, it used to take so long that they'd just be like, "Shoot him. We using too much electricity." That's why I knew something weird was going on down here, man.The lights flicker off and on.PATTY: Whoa. Did you see that?ERIN: Yes. ABBY: I saw that.Holtzmann is leaning on her Proton Box cart.PATTY: Did you see that? That wasn't me.ABBY: I saw that quite a bit.Can rattles off screen. Hissing.PATTY: Wait, wait. Hey! Seriously? For real? 'Ey. Come on, man. Didn't I tell you?ABBY: Is he down here all the time?A graffiti artist "works" on a wall near them.PATTY: Oh, he think this is his art studio.GRAFFITI ARTIST: No, no. My studio is in SoHo. This is more of a gallery.ABBY: Okay, hello there. Uh, have you seen a Class 4, semi-anchored entity anywhere in the vicinity?GRAFFITI ARTIST: You talking like a boat? PATTY: Can you speak English?ABBY: I'm being specifically clear.ERIN: Let me. Let me. Hi. Have you seen a ghost down here?ABBY: Okay, that's clearer.GRAFFITI ARTIST: Yeah. Yeah, I've seen a ghost.PATTY: You, too?GRAFFITI ARTIST: Oh, yeah.ERIN: Would you be able to describe it to us?Graffiti artist holds out hand to stop her then starts spraying.ERIN: Thank you. PATTY: But-- Ah, come on, man. Come on, man.Abby gets out a small notebook to take notes.ABBY: No, no, no, no. Let him, let him... I'll take a visual.PATTY: No! I can't let him. This is my job. I'm gonna get fired!ABBY: We want the visual!ERIN: No, no, this is very helpful.Hissing.PATTY: This is not helpful for me. 'Ey. Look at me. Stop.Artist looks at her. One more hiss.PATTY: Stop painting.GRAFFITI ARTIST: I'm so sorry.One more hiss.PATTY: I don't like this on my wall.GRAFFITI ARTIST: You don't want it here anymore?PATTY: I don't want this ghost on my wall.GRAFFITI ARTIST: No ghost. Let me fix this, then.PATTY: Well, I...Hissing.GRAFFITI ARTIST: No ghosts allowed.PATTY: You know what? You know what?GRAFFITI ARTIST: Right?Patty grabs the spray can out of his hand.PATTY: Get your ass up out of here.GRAFFITI ARTIST: Come on.He heads out the revolving exit nearby.GRAFFITI ARTIST: Bye. Patty! I love you.PATTY: [Groans] Man! This ain't art! And y'all encouraging him. Come on! Come on!Abby and Erin follow her down to the tracks. Holtzmann stops and takes a picture of the graffiti art with her phone. Click. It's the No Ghost logo.HOLTZMANN: Am I on crack, or is that a good logo? Guys, I cannot do it by myself. This equipment is untested and highly unstable.Cut to them searching around. Abby has her P.K.E. Meter out.PATTY: All right, ladies, we got a limited window for when the next train arrives, I'm telling you. And don't touch the third rail unless y'all little dainty ass can handle 750 volts.Green ectoplasm drips onto Erin's left shoulder.ERIN: Oh, come on.PATTY: You know what? I should've gave you some coveralls, man. It's so unsanitary down here.ABBY: You know, you don't usually think about the amount of urine smell.PATTY: That's pretty much how it's gonna be. It's not gonna freshen up at all.ABBY: Oh, boy. Okay. Definitely got something over here. Look at... Is that... What is that, a burn?PATTY: That's where I saw that weird sparking thing.HOLTZMANN: What was it?PATTY: Baby, if I knew what it was, I wouldn't say "a weird sparking thing."(extended edition)HOLTZMANN: You're mouthy. I like that.(extended edition end)ERIN: It looks like fission scorch.ABBY: What? Fission scorch down here? Except that you're right. What is... Wait, I'm smelling both electrical discharge...and isotopic decay.Erin and Abby smell a remnant of Rowan's ionization device. They both nod.ERIN: Isotopic decay.ABBY: How is that... Holtzmann?HOLTZMANN: Yeah. What?ABBY: Come here. I need your snoot on this. Am I nuts?Holtzmann walks over and sniffs it, too.PATTY: 'Ey, 'ey, ladies. While y'all over there making out with that dirty piece of garbage, we only got a couple of minutes.Electricity cackles. The P.K.E. Meter spins rapidly. Holtzmann sees something.HOLTZMANN: Do you see that? The eyes.ERIN: All right, Holtzmann. Now is not the time to be messing with...HOLTZMANN: No.Erin and Abby now see it. The Electrocuted Ghost Patty met earlier.ABBY: Oh, cream and sugar. Hey, Patty, can I get some illumination on this subject?PATTY: Yeah, I can put some light on that.ABBY: Oh, boy!Holtzmann walks away from them.ERIN: Oh! That is more and more unsettling.PATTY: That's the dude I saw! I'm telling you, that's him!ABBY: We got another Class 4, and this one's even more ionized than the one at the Aldridge Mansion.ERIN: Where are these ghosts coming from?ABBY: You know what? I got to get this thing on film. Holtzmann?HOLTZMANN: Yup.Holtzmann is typing on a keypad on the Proton Box.ABBY: Power us up.HOLTZMANN: Okay.ABBY: Cause we are taking this pretty boy back to the lab.HOLTZMANN: This is a little rough. It's in its early stages. Got to be honest. Just gonna plug these things in here. Okay, Erin, come here.POV of camcorder. Time is 4:21 pm. Holtzmann hands a bulky particle thrower to Erin.ABBY: Let me document this.HOLTZMANN: Grab it, grab it. [Abby chuckles]ERIN: Wait.HOLTZMANN: That's gonna shoot a proton stream at that ghost, okay? So whenever I say, "Go," you just do that.ERIN: Uh, why am I operating the untested nuclear laser?HOLTZMANN: You have the longest arms.ERIN: Oh.Train horn blows nearby.PATTY: You guys might want to hurry up.HOLTZMANN: Oh, my God. I forgot the most important part. Holtzmann puts a collar around Erin's neck. POV of camcorder. Time is 4:23 pm.HOLTZMANN: Yeah. Sorry. Erin, this is just a little bit of grounding so you don't die immediately. Do you know your iron level?ERIN: Mmm-mmm.HOLTZMANN: It's fine. [Abby chuckles]PATTY: You have done this before, right?HOLTZMANN: Okay, Erin, on my cue.ABBY: Aim the barrel at him.HOLTZMANN: Ready, aim, fire!ABBY: Oh!The beam stops way short of the ghost and droops into the ground.HOLTZMANN: Oh, wah-wah.ABBY: Okay, this is a little underwhelming. Can we get more power?HOLTZMANN: And once again, fire!Erin fires off a sustained stream.ERIN: This isn't working!HOLTZMANN: Wow!ERIN: Can this beam get any stronger?The ghost growls and thrashes at them as the stream entangles it but it is still closing in on Erin.HOLTZMANN: Well, not at the moment.The ghost paws at her. Erin gasps and falls on her back.HOLTZMANN: Ah.PATTY: That's the train! We got to move!ABBY: Just try to lure him back to the platform!PATTY: Grab her!ABBY: Come on!PATTY: Move, move, move! Come on, move!ERIN: Hurry!The Proton Box falls on its side. They pull Erin to the platform. The train nears.PATTY: That's the express train! And it's not stopping! ABBY: It's coming! Get her up!HOLTZMANN: Oh, not the collar!Holtzmann gets the collar off Erin. The train rams the ghost and drenches most of them in ectoplasm. The train horn blows. The ghost is inside the train.PATTY: Well, I guess he going to Queens. He's gonna be the third scariest thing on that train.ABBY: God, did you see that? Oh, you can't see anything. My God! I mean, that power surge really held him.Abby tries wiping some of the ectoplasm off Erin's face. She rubs her hands then holds her hands apart.HOLTZMANN: Wow! We need more juice. We need to be more mobile. I know what to do.ABBY: Yes.ERIN: I almost got killed.HOLTZMANN: Yeah, I know. It was so awesome. ABBY: It was awesome.Chapter 7 starts at 42:48 mark in extended edition or 39:04 in theatrical edition.Exterior of Zhu's. Day still. Street signs at the intersection are Mott and Bayard Street. A bus comes down Bayard Street approaching the screen. "Elizabeth Street" is on the bus' display. Cut to a laptop screen. The video of the Electrocuted Ghost was uploaded under Abby's username "ParanormalAbby" as "Ionized Class 4 Apparition in subway." 17 seconds total. Abby pauses at 7 seconds.ERIN: Everyone thinks this video is fake. Look at these comments. We have to bring a ghost back to this lab and document it, you guys. I mean, this stuff is real. We have to be able to prove it.Comments. TimWeber replied "lol this is some FAKE BS" with 22 likes. RichardMc12 replied to Tim saying "These girls are FRAUDS! This is CLEARLY FAKE!" with 1 like. Cheeshit replied "This is THE LAMEST THING I'VE EVER SEEN" with 30 likes and 2 replies. Regglet replied to Cheeshit saying "FAKE FAKE FAKE FAKE. AM I RIGHT?!" Dylantem3 replied "SO REAL.....NOT!" with 1 like.ABBY: We will. And you shouldn't be reading this stuff. You're not supposed to listen to what crazy people write in the middle of the night online. Look at... "Bogus equipment"? You know what? [Abby types] I'd love you to meet me any place, any time.Holtzmann, feet up, is working across from them on a smaller version of the Proton Box's particle thrower.ERIN: No, no, no, let's... You're right. We should...KEVIN: Here is your coffee, Abby.ABBY: Thank you. Did you get sugar in it this time?KEVIN: Uh... [He drinks then spits it out. Gags] I hate coffee. Yeah, the sugar's in there. [walks away]ABBY: Sugar's in it.ERIN: I'll take it. Don't want to waste a cup of coffee.ABBY: Can we just pretend that didn't happen, please?ERIN: All right, well, what do you think?ABBY: I... [taking the coffee cup] You know what? I just can't watch that. I'm not sure. I mean, it's just a lot of bits and pieces. I'm pretty sure none of it is supposed to be in the subway, though.On the table are parts from Rowan's ionization device.ERIN: It's like it was part of a miniature cyclotron.HOLTZMANN: And they used a chromium alloy for the hull. Huh-huh. [scoffs] I would've used aluminum, but I'm crazy.ERIN: What's that weird thing that guy said to the lady from the subway?ABBY: Um... Oh, I know what you're talking about.PATTY: Fourth Cataclysm. Yeah.They notice Patty is seated at a booth.ERIN: Oh. Hi.PATTY: Fourth Cataclysm. That sound like a franchise nobody ever wanted.(extended edition)PATTY: Man, what they gonna do, make a fifth one, starring The Rock?(extended edition ends)Kevin points at Patty from his desk.KEVIN: Oh, yeah, you guys, you have a visitor. Um, she's here to see you in the booth. Booth number one. With the earrings.ABBY: Yeah.ERIN: Yeah. We see her now.ABBY: Thanks.KEVIN: No worries.The phone rings.PATTY: I'm joining the club.ERIN: Um... Well, it's not really a... I'm sorry. Kevin. Hi, can you answer the phone, please?KEVIN: I can't. It's in the fish tank.ERIN: Uh, no. The one on the desk that's ringing. That one.KEVIN: Oh, that one.ERIN: Yep.ABBY: Oh, my God.KEVIN: What's this place called again?ERIN: Conductors of the Metaphysical Examination. Talk.KEVIN: Got it. Uh, Conductors of Metamucils and Stuff. [rapid feminine voice] Whee, oh, slow down. I... What...Kevin abruptly hangs up on the caller. He groans.ABBY: They hung up?KEVIN: No, I was just not into that conversation.ABBY: Kevin, I'm really gonna need you to try a little harder. Okay, buddy?KEVIN: Well, if they call back, I will. I got to take off, though. I'm in a hide-and-seek tournament, and we are in the semis.He twirls a hat on.ABBY: Uh, Kevin, I'm gonna need you to pick up all those suitcases.Kevin turns and trips on his way out.KEVIN: Ouch.ABBY: Oh!ERIN: Eh, did you hurt your face?PATTY: Hey, did y'all hire that big dumb dude?ERIN: Bye! [laughs and waves]PATTY: Man, I got a cousin Mookie. He is half as stupid, and he will work for Vienna sausages.ERIN: The thing is, this isn't really a club. It's a scientific research group.PATTY: And I understand that, but let me tell you something. I read a lot of nonfiction, and you guys know a lot about this science stuff, but I know New York. And check this out! I can borrow a car from my uncle, and y'all won't have to lug all this heavy equipment around.HOLTZMANN: Oh, guys, we got to get a car.PATTY: Come on, baby. You need me. You need Patty. Patty come with benefits. You need me. Stop playing like you don't.ABBY: You're in.PATTY: Ha! [claps]Cut to horn honking. Abby, Erin, and Holtzmann exit Zhu's. A black 1984 Cadillac Fleetwood hearse is parked at the sidewalk.ABBY: [chuckles] Oh.HOLTZMANN: Oh, yeah.PATTY: You get a car, and you get a car, and you get a car!ABBY: Uh, you didn't disclose that the vehicle was gonna be a hearse.PATTY: I'm sorry. My uncle owns a funeral home, not a Enterprise Rent-A-Car.ERIN: Hope you checked to see there wasn't a body in the back. [laughs]PATTY: Uh, I don't think so. I don't really know.ABBY: You didn't check?PATTY: I mean, I was in a hurry. I checked to see if we had gas. That was more important.ABBY: So there is a body?PATTY: Let Holtzmann check. She likes that type of stuff.HOLTZMANN: Yeah, I can think of seven good uses of a cadaver today.PATTY: No, Dr. Frankenstein, we got to turn in the body if there's one in there.HOLTZMANN: All right. [eye roll]PATTY: Don't do that.(extended edition)Rowan is in the Mercado hallway near 2208. Note: The last name of the character is "Potter" but it is listed incorrectly as "Ponner" on the subtitles.MRS. POTTER: Excuse me, maintenance man.ROWAN: Mrs. Potter. How may I help you?MRS. POTTER: Well, for starters, perhaps you can tell me what in God's name this is?There is green ectoplasm dripping down her doorway's frame. Rowan inspects it.ROWAN: Mrs. Potter, this is nothing more than some leakage from our air conditioning.MRS. POTTER: Well, I think it's touched my skin, and it's given me a rash. Does it look right?She turns her back to him. It's Earl, a magenta colored entity, peering out from her back.ROWAN: Mrs. Potter, I wanted to say no. But, yes, I'm afraid there is some redness in here.MRS. POTTER: Is it very bad?ROWAN: No. Of course not, Mrs. Potter. But I assure you, whoever is responsible for this will be flogged within an inch of their life and then left on the street to die like a pig.MRS. POTTER: Well, I didn't ask for that.ROWAN: Well, in that case, I'll send up some cream.Rowan returns to the boiler room. Ghosts in mirrors groan.ROWAN: I know everyone is anxious, but we have to be patient. Who thought it would be funny to put Earl in that old lady's back? The guests are starting to complain. And we don't want to give away any spoilers before the big show. See you soon. Very soon.Rowan leaves the room(extended edition end)HOLTZMANN: Based on the results of the subway field test... The one where you were almost killed, remember?ERIN: I remember.HOLTZMANN: I added a booster using microfabricated radio-frequency quadrupoles to speed up particles before entering the DLA device, portable, wearable for maximum flexibility.ERIN: Wow.ABBY: Then we add the reversible psychokinetic energy sink plus Holtzy's hollow beam to this baby, and voilá. We got a ghost in there.Abby holds up the Trap.ERIN: Whoo!HOLTZMANN: Slap me.ABBY: Okay. I will slap you as...They do a complicated patty cake. Cut to them in alley between Zhu's and neighbor.ERIN: I just want to say what an exciting moment this is. Holtzmann, I am beyond impressed.PATTY: Abby, is that comfortable?ABBY: It's a lot heavier than I expected, and I'm pretty sure it's compacting my spinal column, but...HOLTZMANN: So you're gonna want to plant your feet firm.ABBY: Okay.HOLTZMANN: Bend your knees to compensate for the extra kickback.ABBY: All right. Turning the machine on. Whoo! Boy, she's got an impressive purr.HOLTZMANN: All right, so, that's the target right over there.A generic ghost cutout with a bulls eye drawn on hits chest is pasted to an improvised target in the alley between Zhu's and its neighbor building.(extended edition alternate line)HOLTZMANN: Okay, so, that little asshole over there is the target.(extended edition end)ABBY: Okay.HOLTZMANN: Just put your thumb on that red trigger button there.ABBY: Yeah.HOLTZMANN: And go to town.ABBY: Okay. And here we go!Abby blows up target but the kickback takes her to the ground then up into mid-air.ABBY: Whoa! ERIN: Oh! ABBY: Oh!PATTY: I guess she's not bending her knees enough, right?ABBY: Whoo!HOLTZMANN: She's doing a marvelous impression of a deflating balloon. We just got to let her ride it out until she's out of juice.ABBY: She's corkscrewing me!HOLTZMANN: Abby, I'll make some adjustments.ABBY: It's like fighting a gator!Note: In the theatrical edition, the following opening scene of Patty laughing take place right after Abby's alley test and is part of Chapter 7. In the extended version, Rowan showing up at the Rock Revenge Fest takes place before Patty laughing and is in fact the start of Chapter 8.Patty laughs. They are eating Papa John's pizza at headquarters.PATTY: So, how did the two of you guys meet?ERIN: Uh, Abby transferred to my high school, junior year. ABBY: Go, Karate Cats. We started telling ghost stories, and we just kind of bonded right away. And all the other kids were, you know, getting drunk and going to parties, and we're like, "Uh, that's stupid." [chuckles]ERIN: Plus, we weren't invited to any parties.ABBY: No, I think that's because we told very, very scary ghost stories, and I think the other kids were terrified of us. That's what was actually happening.PATTY: So, how did y'all get into ghosts? Did one of you see one?ERIN: Yeah, I did.HOLTZMANN: Really?ERIN: When I was eight years old, the mean old lady that lived next door died. And that night, I woke up and she was standing at the foot of my bed, just staring at me. She did that every night for almost a year.PATTY: What? Holtzmann gasps.ERIN: And I told my parents, and they didn't believe me. [chuckles] Still don't believe me. I had to go to therapy for years, and the kids at school found out, and they would laugh at me and make fun of me, call me "ghost girl." Abby was the only person who believed me.PATTY: Kids is mean, man. But I believe you.ERIN: Thanks.HOLTZMANN: I have some questions.PATTY: Seriously?Holtzmann winks and smiles. Erin laughsERIN: It was a long time ago.Chapter 8 starts at 49:06 mark in extended edition or 45:24 in theatrical edition.Heavy metal music is playing. Crowd is chattering excitedly. Posters are on the outside of Stonebrook Theatre (address shows as 260) read "Rock Revenge Fest featuring Ozzy Osbourne", "A 12 Hour Marathaon of Metal", "New York City XIV"ROWAN: Hello. Looking forward to this metal show. Hi.METAL HEAD: Ozzy rocks! [Metal head runs past people and high-fives Rowan] Yeah! Whoo!ROWAN: Yeah! It's... He certainly does rock. [Flicks wrist and groans] This world cannot be cleansed fast enough. Hi. Enjoy the show. [Rowan does the horns gesture to woman] Rock and roll.Rowan enters the theatre.(extended edition)Patty laughs. They are eating Papa John's pizza at headquarters.PATTY: So, how did the two of you guys meet?ERIN: Uh, Abby transferred to my high school, junior year. ABBY: Go, Karate Cats. We started telling ghost stories, and we just kind of bonded right away. And all the other kids were, you know, getting drunk and going to parties, and we're like, "Uh, that's stupid." [chuckles]ERIN: Plus, we weren't invited to any parties.ABBY: No, I think that's because we told very, very scary ghost stories, and I think the other kids were terrified of us. That's what was actually happening.(extended edition alternate line)ABBY: Oh, you know what? You know what I thought... Oh, I'm not gonna tell you. I'm just gonna show you. You'll see.Abby walks away from them. (extended edition end)PATTY: So, how did y'all get into ghosts? Did one of you see one?ERIN: Yeah, I did.HOLTZMANN: Really?ERIN: When I was eight years old, the mean old lady that lived next door died. And that night, I woke up and she was standing at the foot of my bed, just staring at me. She did that every night for almost a year.PATTY: What? Holtzmann gasps.ERIN: And I told my parents, and they didn't believe me. [chuckles] Still don't believe me. I had to go to therapy for years, and the kids at school found out, and they would laugh at me and make fun of me, call me "ghost girl." Abby was the only person who believed me.PATTY: Kids is mean, man. But I believe you.ERIN: Thanks.HOLTZMANN: I have some questions.PATTY: Seriously?Holtzmann winks and smiles. Erin laughs. Abby returns with a photo.ABBY: Okay, ready?ERIN: Oh, no.ABBY: I found this in a box when we were moving.A photo of teenage Erin and Abby with a science fair presentation.ERIN: Oh, no. Oh, no!PATTY: Oh, yes!ERIN: I wish we still had this presentation. I mean, it was pretty great.PATTY: I kinda wish I could've seen it, man.ABBY: You might just get your wish, Patty.She runs off exclaiming.ERIN: No way. Wait, you have it?PATTY: Damn, I wish I hadn't wished that.Cut to Abby and Erin dressed in all black reenacting their presentation.ABBY: Ghosts, they're real!PATTY: Lord, help us.ABBY: Para...ERIN: ...normal...ABBY: ...is...ERIN: ...normal.BOTH: And a valid science.HOLTZMANN: Thank you for requesting this.PATTY: I...ERIN: Why don't I see ghosts flying around everywhere?The TV is on, behind Erin and Abby, with Pat Kiernan on mute.ABBY: The barrier stops them. It's the last line of defense betwixt the worlds of the living and the dead.BOTH: Protect the barrier! Protect the barrier! Protect the barrier! Or mankind will end.PATTY: Oh!ABBY: That was really good. That was really good.ERIN: We actually...ABBY: That was... I'm a little proud of us. Uh-oh.ERIN: Yes.Holtzmann walks towards them doing a slow clap.HOLTZMANN: Rhythmic clapping. I'm so goddamn happy you two are back together.Holtzmann embraces them.ABBY: Aw.PATTY: Man, I'm gonna tell you right now, y'all, I was hating it up until the finale, but the finale is what got me.HOLTZMANN: Guys, we're on TV.ABBY: Oh. What?(extended edition end)Breaking News Are the Ghostbusters for real?NY 1 ANCHOR #1: A local team of paranormal investigators released a video of a proclaimed ghost. You can see clearly there's something in the picture that isn't easily explained.PATTY: Oh, my God! They're showing the video! We famous! We famous.NY 1 ANCHOR #1: As a result, there are a lot of questions being asked now about the people who shot the video. So, what do we think of these Ghostbusters? Are they to be taken seriously? And...ERIN: "Ghostbusters"? That is not our name. They can't just make up a name and just call us...NY 1 ANCHOR #1: I spoke with Martin Heiss earlier. He's with the Council for Logic and Data.ABBY: Okay.ERIN: Martin Heiss. Okay, okay.ABBY: Okay.NY 1 ANCHOR #1: He is a famed debunker of the paranormal. Dr. Heiss, you're a highly regarded scientific authority. Your credentials are impeccable.HEISS: Thank you, Pat.NY 1 ANCHOR #1: If you see something of true scientific interest in this video, that goes a long way to legitimize these Ghostbusters and everything they stand for.HEISS: A game changer, yes.NY 1 ANCHOR #1: So, tell me, Dr. Heiss, is this for real?HEISS: Hell no. [Heiss laughs]PATTY: So, now we're the ghost girls. I feel your pain, Erin.ERIN: No. You know what? Screw that. We are scientists. Plus Patty.PATTY: Thank you.ERIN: Okay, we believe in provable, physical results. [The phone starts ringing] That's what we believe in.ABBY: Yes, we do!PATTY: Preach.ERIN: I will preach. You know what we're gonna do, ladies? We're gonna catch a ghost, we're gonna bring... ABBY: God. Erin turns and looks at Kevin then turns backERIN: We're gonna catch a ghost, bring it back to the lab...Phone keeps ringing.ERIN: Kevin?KEVIN: Yes, boss?ERIN: Can you answer the phone that's ringing, please?ABBY: Buddy.KEVIN: [snaps finger] Yes, I can, boss. Uh, Ghostbusters.ERIN: "Conductors of the Metaphysical..."KEVIN: Okay. Cool. See ya. [hangs up] Hey, guys, which one of these makes me look more like a doctor? Me playing saxophone or me listening to saxophone? [holds out two glamor shots]ABBY AND ERIN: Who was on the phone?KEVIN: Uh, the Stonebrook Theatre? There's a goat on the loose.They pause in thought.ERIN: I'm gonna load up the car.HOLTZMANN: Whoa.ABBY: Okay, okay, okay!PATTY: Yo, yo, I got something for us, too!Cut to them exiting the restaurant. Abby has the duffel. Patty is carrying four flight suits. Erin has a pair of neon green wading boots.PATTY: Hey, hey, hey, you guys, I got these from work. I'm making it official, man. You put one of these on, you won't get slimed again.ABBY: That's great.ERIN: Yeah, we'll put them on in the car.PATTY: Okay.(extended edition)PHIL: Erin!Phil is across on the island in the middle of the street. He gestures her to him.ERIN: Um...ABBY: Oh.ERIN: One second.Erin crosses.PATTY: Who's that?ABBY: Erin!ERIN: Hello, Phil.PHIL: How do you just completely ignore my calls and messages for a week?ERIN: Me? Ignore you?PHIL: Yeah.ERIN: You just stood there during the most humiliating moment of my life.PATTY: Is that her boyfriend?ABBY: No.PATTY: Sexy.PHIL: Who are you? Who are these people? You didn't tell me about a book that you wrote, and now everyone's saying you're some sort of crazy ghost hunter.ERIN: Okay, well, first of all, that's wrong. We don't hunt ghosts. We stalk them. And we are very close to trapping one soon. And then we will study it and do reports on it.PATTY: Yeah, he probably dances real sexy.ABBY: Uh...PATTY: You know what I'm saying, like, just a wind...ABBY: I don't think his hips move at all. I think he's mechanical from, like, the rib cage down.PATTY: No!ABBY: I know how that guy dances.PATTY: How's he dance?ABBY: Like...PATTY: No!PATTY Y: I'm telling you, he... Look, I bet you he get loose and... I bet you he pop locks. I bet you... He does... ABBY: No! None of that. None of that's happening. It's rigid. It's got a lot of teeth.PATTY: Girl. Please.ABBY: And he thinks he's doing you a favor.PATTY: Man, he rip that...ABBY: And you're like, "Get it off me."PATTY: He rip that V-neck off and he gets it busy, man.ABBY: And he's got... He rips that V-neck off, he's got another V-neck underneath it.ERIN: And you know what? I don't care that people think I'm crazy. I don't care what you think, or anyone. Because what we're doing here is groundbreaking. It's serious. We're doing important work.(extended edition ends)Horn. Siren. Ecto-1 pulls up. Abby exclaims.ABBY: Hey! Look at this beauty! Whoo!PATTY: Wait a minute. What did you do to my uncle's hearse?HOLTZMANN: I fixed it.PATTY: Man, this is so inappropriate for this vehicle.(extended edition)PATTY: Hey! He works at a funeral home! I can't take this back with a ghost on it!ERIN: It's our science mobile, I'll have you know. And I'm about to go with my science friends, and we are about to do real work. So, good day to you, sir. HOLTZMANN: Erin. PATTY: We gotta go! HOLTZMANN: We are late. Get in here.ABBY: Not you, Phil.HOLTZMANN: Erin!Holtzmann drives a few inches forward when Erin tries to open the door.ERIN: Funny.HOLTZMANN: Erin, we have to... This is not funny. Just get in the...Erin walks to door. Holtzmann drives froward.HOLTZMANN: Erin, please get in.ERIN: Holtzmann, this is not the time. [Patty laughs]Phil just stands there and stares.HOLTZMANN: You are killing me. Erin.(extended edition)HOLTZMANN: Oh, we have fun."Ghostbusters (I'm Not Afraid)" performed by Fall-Out Boy featuring Missy Elliot plays. Ecto-1 drives through Chinatown. On the back of the Municipal Building, Ecto-1 drives past 60 East Broadway. Close up of ghost on hood as they drive on W 53rd going over Broadway past the Broadway Theatre at 1681 Broadway, as evidenced by the "Fiddler on the Roof" poster. Ecto-1 turns on to Division Street from 1 Eldridge Street. Ecto-1 turns on 1 Centre Street at the Manhattan Municipal Building. They drive past a raised rail on Broadway passing West 133rd Street. On FDR Drive, Ecto-1 takes Exit 7. Ecto-1 turns past New York Public Library on Fifth Avenue at 42nd Street, onto East 41st Street. Tires screech and Ecto-1 stops across the street from Stonebrook. A tray is pulled out from the rear and it has Proton Packs laid on them. Close up of them putting on packs and strapping in. Duffel bag. Holtzmann taps her upper arm remote device. Pan up from their feet. Song pauses. Abby clicks her buckle. She and Erin exchange looks and nod.ERIN: Let's go.ABBY: Let's go...ERIN/ABBY: Oh.ERIN: Did you want to...ABBY: I'm sorry. I'll let you. I'll let you.ERIN: Next time.Song resumes. They cross the street, cut to them walking through the theatre. Jonathan, the Stonebrook Theatre manager, crosses the floor to them.MANAGER: Are you the Ghostbusters?ERIN: Actually, we're the Conductors of the Metaphysical...ABBY: We're... Yes. We're the Ghostbusters.Fernando is being wheeled off on a stretcher by paramedics, speaking in a Spanish. "Diablo" (or "The Devil") is audible three times. The manager touches his left shoulder as they pass.ERIN: "There's a chicken frying itself in the library." That is strange.PATTY: That is not what he said.MANAGER: Please, follow me. Right away. Please, all of you. Fernando was down here when something crawled out of a wall vent, [The band members of Beasts of Mayhem walk past them and walk up the stairs as they walk down] and... I heard him screaming, so I went to check, and that's when the "thing" was tossing Fernando all around the room. I thought it was gonna kill him. I shrieked when I saw it. I... I guess I scared it, because I'm told that I have a very disturbing scream.PATTY: I could see that.MANAGER: Anyway, if you could just mosey around, you'll probably bump into it. 'Kay, girls? ABBY: [sighs]All right. Well, we know it's down here somewhere. Let's split up, and if you see anything, get on the walkie.HOLTMANN: Roger. [holsters thrower]Beasts of Mayhem performs "Low Then High".Erin walks past a shelf of wigs.  Holtzmann spooks her. She has on a purple wig.ERIN: Holtzmann! Come on!HOLTZMANN: It's the hat, it's too much, right? Is it the wig or the hat? All right, come on.(extended edition alternate lines)ERIN: Holtzmann! This is serious!HOLTZMANN: And I agree. We all agree. Except for Kathy. She doesn't get it.ERIN: Alright, come on.Holtzmann puts wig back on shelf.(extended edition end)Abby has the P.K.E. Meter out. It starts spinning rapidly. A flash comes from a room. She opens the door and finds another ionization device on a table.ABBY: Guys, I think I got another one of those devices.PATTY: I just thought this was gonna be like a book club. Play some Stevie Nicks albums, you know? 'Cause I'm telling you right now, if I see two twins from The Shining, I'm gonna pass out. Patty enters the Laundry Room and it is filled with mannequins.PATTY: Okay, yep-Room full of nightmares. Not going in there. I don't understand how I get wrapped up in this stuff. [she goes back into the hall, one of the mannequin's head turns] I had a good job at the MTA. Was it perfect? No, of course it wasn't perfect. [mannequin follows her around corner] But I tell you what, everybody was alive. [Patty turns around and sees a mannequin right behind her] Was that there before? Please do not answer. [The mannequin starts chasing her] I said, don't answer!Patty enters the room and quickly closes the door and uses herself as a barricade. Holtzmann and Erin are already inside with Abby.PATTY: Okay...The mannequin kicks a hole in the door near Patty's crouch. Patty screams then runs over to the others.It kicks it's way in through the door.ALL: Oh!HOLTZMANN: Hi.ABBY: It's a full paranormal transferal embodiment. Erin, all of our theories on spectral possession are true.ERIN: There's a ghost in that thing, and I want it. Let's light 'em up!ABBY: Whoa...Mayhem emerges as they blast the mannequin. It screeches and flies off.ERIN: Run! We're gonna lose it! Come on!ABBY: I love your fire!PATTY: Oh, man.Mayhem snarls. They fire at it down a hallway. Mayhem screeches and flies up through the floor leaving ectoplasm behind, dripping from the ceiling.ERIN: Ugh! [blocks face with elbow outward]The Ghostbusters pause.ERIN: Upstairs! Go, go, go! Come on!Chapter 9 starts at 1:00:15 mark in extended edition or 51:51 in theatrical edition.Beasts of Mayhem performs "Want Some More" to the crowd. Mayhem rises up through the floor to the stage. Beasts keep on playing. People in crowd point at Mayhem. Lead singer notices it and gestures, stoked, to the lightboard operator.LIGHTBOARD OPERATOR: That's not mine!The Ghostbusters stop at the edge of the back stage.ERIN: I think those machines are making them stronger! That thing is super ionized!ABBY: And super not-benign!PATTY: This music is so terrible, it's making him more angry. Play something gentle!SINGER: Behold the power of the undead! We have summoned Satan himself! For we are the kings of all...Mayhem charges and shoves the singer backwards into the speakers. The crowd cheers. Two spectators high five each other.ERIN: Let's do this!ABBY: Go, go.The Ghostbusters run onto the stage. The Manager runs to the back stage. They open fire starting with Patty then Erin then Holtzmann and lastly Abby. Mayhem dodges the streams.MANAGER: This auditorium is Art Deco, you idiots! Aim for the ghost!A Deco piece is broken off a wall and as a result the Manager screams like a high pitched little girl.ABBY: Hey, Patty, you take that aisle. I'll take the far one.PATTY: Okay, I need y'all to get out the way! We need to get up those aisles!ABBY: All right, move, people! I need to get down that aisle! If you're not gonna move, you're gonna become part of this operation! All right, heads up! [Abby jumps and the mosh pit carries her off] Come on! Move me left! Oh! Ooh! Watch the rings. Watch the rings.PATTY: Okay, you sweaty freaks. I'm 'bout to save you from this ghost!The crowd steps aside. Patty lands on her back between them.ERIN: Ooh.PATTY: Okay, so I don't know if it was a race thing or a lady thing, but I'm mad as hell. Pick me up!  ABBY: All right, put me down! Put me down! Down, down, thank you.Everyone notices Mayhem is perched on Patty's shoulders. The Beasts stop playing, too.ABBY: Okay, Patty, stay still!ERIN: You have sort of a... PATTY: Okay, I just...I don't need you to tell me anything right now.ERIN: No, no, no... You got a...PATTY: Nope. I really need you not to tell me anything right now.HOLTZMANN: But, Patty, there...PATTY: Hey. I'm tired.ERIN: No, no, no... Listen...PATTY: I'm just gonna go ahead and take off, how about that?ERIN: No, no, no, I don't really think that's a good idea.PATTY: Going to take off...ABBY: Come on, Patty. Patty!PATTY: And I don't want to piss off the ghost. Moving, going back to my booth at the MTA, so let me know if you need some MetroCards.MAN: Do it, do it, do it. [readies selfie stick]PATTY: 'Cause I am...Patty slowly walks out of the crowd but two crowd members takes a selfie with Patty and Mayhem.PATTY: Really?ABBY: All right, ladies, light 'em up! ERIN: Patty, stay still.ABBY: Just don't hit Patty anywhere important.PATTY: What?ABBY: Nothing!Erin, Abby, and Holtzmann shoot Mayhem. It screeches and hops off Patty's shoulders.PATTY: Oh, you gonna get it now!Patty fires at it.(extended edition)HOLTZMANN: Erin, I forgot to tell you, don't let your beam get entangled with my beam.ERIN: What? Why?HOLTZMANN: It's too much power. It would cause a counter reaction. The beam would shoot back into your body, and each atom will implode.ERIN: What!(extended edition ends)ABBY: Holtz, open that trap!Holtzmann turns off her thrower and reaches for her Trap on the underside of her Proton Pack and throws it onto the stage.HOLTZMANN'. Okay. And I'm gonna open it on three.PATTY: Holtzmann!HOLTZMANN: Ready?The screen on Holtzmann's upper arm remote device reads "Pedal ready to activate." She swipes. The wired pedal shoots out from the side of the Trap.PATTY: Sweetie!HOLTZMANN: Two...Holtzmann rests foot above pedal.PATTY: Open the box!HOLTZMANN: And one. Okay!Holtzmann stomps the pedal and the Trap opens. She fires at Mayhem.HOLTZMANN: Erin, doing great. Abby, doing great. Patty, try a little harder, okay?PATTY: Get in the box, you hellion!ABBY: Come on, we got you!HOLTZMANN: Come on.The trap pulls in Mayhem. Holtzmann stomps the pedal. The Trap closes.ABBY: Whew!PATTY: Excuse me, gotta get... Excuse me, excuse me. I got a ghost to get. Thank you.ERIN: Did we just catch a ghost?HOLTZMANN: Oh, yeah, yeah. We put a ghost in a box!Holtzmann holds out the Trap as steam hisses. The crowd cheers. The Beasts resume performing their song.SINGER: "You want some more, you want some more?"ERIN: Yes! SINGER: "What you're looking for. You want some more..."PATTY: Right in there! SINGER: We are the Beasts of Mayhem! Huh!Holtzmann smashes a guitar on stage and hands it back to its owner. Crowd cheers. She whoops.HOLTZMANN: Sorry, can't buy you another one. Yeah!Ozzy Osbourne is revealed to have been back stage and saw the bust, too.OZZY OSBOURNE: Sharon! I think I’m having another flashback! (extended edition alternate line)OZZY: Wankers! Black Sabbath did that shit in '74."(extended edition end)Cut to the Ghostbusters exiting the theatre. Crowd cheers and high fives them. Manager is behind the Ghostbusters.CROWD: Ghostbusters! Ghostbusters!ERIN: My gosh.HOLTZMANN: Thanks so much.NY1 REPORTER: Why are there ghosts in New York?HOLTZMANN: We made magic today, and that's all I got to say. I'm Holtzmann.NY1 REPORTER: Where are these ghosts coming from? Are there any more ghosts inside the theater?ABBY: [Laughs] I think we took it out. Listen, we're scientists. We're here for the unanswerable questions and, really, to pursue truth. ERIN: We're the Ghostbusters!CROWD: Yeah!Scene drifts to a diner. The news is playing on the TV. NY 1 ticker reads "Ghosts in New York City?" Holtzmann holds the Trap above her head.WAITRESS #1 (Wearing blue shirt): Nope. I had him yesterday.WAITRESS #2 (Wearing red plaid shirt): [sighs] So?WAITRESS #1: So, it's your turn.WAITRESS #2: [sighs] Weirdo city.A bus boy clears the booth behind Rowan.ROWAN: Charge the lines. Create the vortex. Break the barrier. Enjoy your fun, Ghostbusters. For soon, you shall bow down before me.There are lots of equations written on papers and a creepy rendition of the No-Ghost logo in Rowan's notebook. He continues drawing the No-Ghost logo.Chapter 10 starts at 1:05:10 mark in extended edition or 56:33 in theatrical edition.DMX's "Up in Here" plays. Erin's feet, she's dancing. Erin and Patty dance in the lab. Holtzmann grooves at her table. Kevin walks in.ERIN: There. Come on, Kevin. Let's go.PATTY: Uh-oh, Kev. Go, Kev. Go, Kev. Kevin starts dancing between them.PATTY: Go, Kev. Go, Kev.ABBY: Ah.PATTY: Uh-oh, Kev. Stop, Kev.ABBY: Watch it!Back to the dancing. Kevin is dancing too closely to Patty. She walks away.PATTY: Stop, Kev.ABBY: Watch it.PATTY: Stop it, Kevin.Erin and Kevin are back to back. Erin turns and puts her hands on his hips like a train.PATTY: Oh, please. [laughs]Kevin walks back to his desk. Erin continues dancing and strolls to the others. Abby and Patty laugh.HOLTZMANN: Get it. Get it.ERIN: This is so good. We have to celebrate. Come on! This is what...ABBY: You're right, you're right.PATTY: Yep.ERIN: ...legit feels like.Erin picks up the Trap.ERIN: Right here. This.PATTY: Yep.Erin kisses the Trap. Abby turns off the boom box and takes the Trap away.ABBY: Oh, my God. You have to stop kissing this.ERIN: That... It just makes me feel so warm and tingly inside.ABBY: That's probably the radiation.Patty and Abby laughs.HOLTZMANN: Hey, guys, I got some pretty cool stuff cooking up over here, if you want to just turn your head. I got some newly printed circuit boards, and I rebuilt the superconducting magnets. I improved beam accuracy by adding a plasma shield to the RF discharge chamber. I have cryocooler to reduce helium boil-off, and to top it all off, we got a freakin' Faraday cage to attenuate RF noise and avoid quenching.ERIN: Nice! ABBY: All right!KEVIN: There's a Smartin Christ here to see you.ERIN: Smartin--Smartin Christ? Wait, are you saying "Martin Heiss"? Doctor...ABBY: No. No. ERIN: Dr. Martin Heiss, the famed scientist and paranormal debunker? He's in this building right now?KEVIN: Yeah, that guy.Kevin points to Heiss, who is standing in the doorway.ABBY: Okay, you tell him that we're not here.ERIN: Wait, what? What?ABBY: I don't want to talk to him.KEVIN: They're not here.Heiss enters and approaches them.ERIN: Oh... [chuckles] Dr. Heiss, hello. Welcome. Dr. Erin Gilbert.HEISS: Is this a good time, Doctor, or is this dinner rush? [Erin laughs]ABBY: Why don't you call and make an appointment?ERIN: It's actually a perfect time. We were just doing some experiments over here.HEISS: Ah. [sits on chair]ERIN: Yes, please, have a seat.HEISS: Let's start light and easy. Why are you pretending to catch ghosts? [Erin about to speak]ABBY: You know, it's really easy to just sit there and be the naysayer, when you don't actually do anything. You know that we only comprehend about 4% of the universe. 4%! Across the board! It's four! [gestures four]ERIN: Abby, Abby... [Abby exclaims] We all believe in the scientific method. I've dedicated my life to it. And we have actually done it. [Erin picks up Trap] Today, at 4:32 p.m., we successfully trapped a Class 3 vapor.HEISS: [He points cane at Trap] You're telling me there is a ghost inside that thermos? In that can? Heiss pokes the Trap with his cane. Abby pushes cane away.ABBY: Don't touch it. Don't touch it.HOLTZMANN: Booyah. Emphasis on the "boo."HEISS: Well, I would love to see that. I really would.ABBY: Shoot. You know what? You're not gonna get that treat today. We're still assessing what type of containment method we're gonna use. We're testing the lab... [Abby tries to take Trap, Erin resists, Abby yanks it away] In the... So, till we figure out how to best keep the entity, that's not gonna happen.HEISS: How's that for my timing? I come. You've caught a ghost. I can't see it. [puts Trap down]ERIN: Look, I know it probably sounds like we're making this up.HEISS: Yeah.ERIN: It sounds crazy, and we probably don't really look like legitimate scientists. [chuckles]HEISS: No, you only lack the proper equipment, like a garbage truck to hang on to the back of.Erin's smile turns to a frown and glare.ABBY: Said the guy with the walking stick and the floppy hat.HEISS: It was my mother's.KEVIN: [Leans backward from desk] Yeah, that is an awesome hat.PATTY: All right, man. [clears throat] Thanks for stopping by.HEISS: Well, I guess the graciousness has run out.ERIN: You want to see it?HEISS: I would love to see it.ABBY: Well, he can't see it.ERIN: I'm going to show it to you, then. How about that? Gear up, you guys. [grabs Trap and sets it down on the floor]ABBY: No, you're not. Don't.Erin releases the pedal. Abby pulls her back.ABBY: Excuse me. Why are you doing this?ERIN: Because he doesn't believe us.Holtzmann and Patty put on Proton Packs. Heiss gets out his camcorder and records. POV of camcorder. Battery is nearly full. "102 min" estimate next to battery icon in upper left. Bottom left reads "TCG "17:22:47:00" and counter runs.ABBY: Erin. Come on, we have finally succeeded at doing the thing that we have talked about since we were little kids. And you want to risk it all, what, for him? Who cares if you impress him?HEISS: Oh, golly, you two are something.ERIN: You're right. I'm sorry. I don't... [sighs]ABBY: Okay.ERIN: I don't know what I was thinking.ABBY: All right. It's okay.Abby turns. Erin stomps the pedal. The Trap opens.HEISS: Attagirl!Erin and Abby cringe.ERIN: Sorry. I did it. I'm sorry.ABBY: My God!ERIN: [shushes Abby] I know!HEISS: Casper?Mayhem roars and flies out of the Trap and carries Heiss through the window and drops him. The first kanji in Zhu's sign is also knocked off. There are sparks.PATTY: Aw, man!KEVIN: Hey, that man went out the wrong door.Holtzmann, Patty, and Abby run to the window and look.PATTY: Oh, my God.Erin catches up to them.(extended edition)HOLTZMANN: He wasn't really Ghostbusters material.(extended edition)Cut to Officer Stevenson grilling the Ghostbusters outside of Zhu's. There is yellow tape already up behind him. Several police officers talk to civilians. "80392" on Stevenson's hat. "27" pin on his collar.OFFICER STEVENSON: Who threw him out the window? [siren wails]HOLTZMAN: A ghost threw him out the window.STEVENSON: Oh, you mean like Patrick Swayze? Like, he's sitting behind you, making some pottery?ABBY: Yeah. Like Patrick Swayze. That's it. Then we were all dancing at a summer camp in the Catskills. And then we sat down, and he was behind me, and we made a vase.ERIN: Oh, you're combining the two...ABBY: I combined a couple of Swayze movies.ERIN: Yeah. Oh, you know what was a good one? Road House.ABBY: I loved Road House. ERIN: Point Break.ABBY: He was a... Oh, Point Break. ERIN: Come on. At the end with the big wave?ABBY: He was a ghost in that, too!ERIN: Well, you don't know if he dies at the end.Siren blares. Two black GMC SUVs drive into the yellow tape and snaps it.PATTY: He doesn't die. He doesn't die. They don't say he dies.STEVENSON: Well, now what? Who are you guys?Agent Hawkins and Rorke flash their Department of Homeland Security badges.AGENT HAWKINS: Official business. We'll take it from here. Thank you.STEVENSON: What?AGENT RORKE: You need to come with us.ERIN: What?PATTY: Why?AGENT HAWKINS: The mayor needs a word, ladies.Chapter 11 starts at 1:10:32 mark in extended edition or 1:01:52 mark in theatrical edition.There is a skyline shot of the Manhattan Municipal Building. The SUV passes the Tweed Courthouse at 52 Chambers Street.(extended edition)Cut to Jennifer Lynch, sitting on edge of desk, talking to Mayor Bradley, seated, in his office.LYNCH: So it's tandem parachuting. So you'd be with an instructor. The little spoon.MAYOR: And who is on top? [gestures with hand hovering over the other]LYNCH: The instructor.MAYOR: Nah. [waves index finger]Door opens.MAYOR: Oh. [stands](extended edition ends)Agent Rorke enters the office first.AGENT RORKE: Mayor. The Ghostbusters file in.MAYOR: Hey! There you are. Welcome. Sorry for the mess and for the drama. Please, come sit down. Take that one. Good. That's right. And, you, that's a good one for you. And take the end seat. Good. [Holtzmann flops in the chair on the end near the agents, slouches, puts up feet] That's not so good. No feet on the table, please. [Abby tugs at Holtzmann's boots]ERIN: Um, sir, we don't have a lot of time. And we're not frauds.ABBY: No.ERIN: We are legitimate scientists.MAYOR: Let me interrupt you. We know you're not frauds, because we have been monitoring this situation quite closely.LYNCH: Agents Hawkins and Rorke are with Homeland Security. So we've been investigating this extremely quietly.ABBY: Okay.MAYOR: So, what do you know?ERIN: Um, we believe that someone is creating a device that attracts and amplifies paranormal activity.ABBY: And that activity can be escalating now and giving us an even larger scale event.MAYOR: "Larger scale." Well, that sounds terrible.HOLTZMANN: Poof! [gestures explosion]MAYOR: Okay, well, you've been doing great work. Well done. We really appreciate it, but it's time to knock it off.ABBY: What?MAYOR: Knock it off.ABBY: No, I heard you and I see the hand gesture. What does...MAYOR: These gentlemen are on it. Let the government do their work.LYNCH: We're just worried that you all are drawing a lot of attention...MAYOR: Exactly.LYNCH: ...to yourselves.HOLTZMANN: What?ERIN: Patty does wear big earrings.ABBY: Patty.PATTY: Well, if it's a crime to look good, guilty as charged.ERIN: Other than that, I feel like we keep a very low profile.AGENT HAWKINS: You drive a hearse with a ghost on it, and you use a distinctly un-American-sounding siren.ERIN: We do. AGENT HAWKINS: Do you have any idea how many federal regulations you're breaking on a daily basis?HOLTZMANN: One?AGENT RORKE: No.HOLTZMANN: Two?AGENT RORKE: No.HOLTZMANN: Is it one?AGENT RORKE: Just sit quietly. She puts her hand on Agent Rorke's suit near the bottom of his tie. He brushes her hand away.MAYOR: Here's the essence of the deal. We are gonna have to make the public believe that you are frauds.ERIN: What? Wait. Why?ABBY: What?LYNCH: The human brain, you know, it can only handle so much. If everybody knew what was going on, you know, there'd be a panic. [Abby points and nods] So, we need to get the information out there that the incident at the concert was a hoax. 'Cause, otherwise, there'd be mass hysteria.ABBY: Uh, we don't want mass hysteria either. Our main concern is that we're allowed to continue our work.ERIN: Yes, that is very important.ABBY: Very important.ERIN: But my concern is, I feel like the cat is sort of already kind of out of the bag.ABBY: I think what they're saying is the cat is out of the bag. They want us to put the cat back inside the bag.ERIN: No, I know that's what they're saying. But I'm saying the cat's already out.ABBY: I know. I know it's out.ERIN: So it's hard to put the cat back in.ABBY: It's not impossible.ERRIN: But that's why they have that saying.Mayor. Then Lynch.ABBY: It's a nonsense saying.ERIN: If the cat is outta the bag, you can't put it back in!The agents.ABBY: I put a cat in a bag all the time. ERIN: But once the cat is out of the bag, aren't you like, "Ooh! The cat is out of the bag!" LYNCH: We just want to shove that damn cat back in the bag. AGENT RORKE: The cat has been out of the bag before, and yet, people lose interest and put it back in. LYNCH: People always move on. [cut to Mayor]AGENT RORKE: Sheriff in New Mexico reports a UFO encounter. The crew of the SS Ourang Medan dies mysteriously. The entire town of Langville, Montana goes missing.HOLTZMANN: It does?ABBY: Okay, but-but he... We're talking about relocating. No one's being killed here, right?MAYOR: They were turned inside out.ERIN: Their skin is on the inside of their body?MAYOR: Their skin is on the inside of their body because their organs are on the outside.ABBY: But they're okay, right?MAYOR: Sure.HOLTZMANN: I think they're dead.MAYOR: On that horrifying note, thank you all so much for coming.(extended edition)Cut to Agents Hawkins and Rorke standing outside Zhu's. The two black GMC SUVs are parked behind them. Hawkins flashes a business card.AGENT HAWKINS: Call this number if you have any more info.Abby takes the card. Close up on card. "Upper West Blooms Specializing in Weddings, Formals, and All Special Occasions 8014 Broadway, Ste 111 Manhattan, NY Arrange your bouquet today! Office (212) 141-1015 Mobile: (212) 173-2626 Fax: (212) 141-101?"Hawkins walks away and sits in the driver's seat of the SUV in the rear.AGENT RORKE: When it comes to these ghosts, we'll take it from here. The US government doesn't need the help of hobbyists, okay? So go back upstairs to your little dim sum tea party, okay? And leave it to us. We're the big dogs. [points to himself]Rorke abruptly runs to the front passenger side door of the lead SUV. He gestures 'I'm watching you' and opens door and partially sits on agent already seated inside.AGENT: Hey, come on, man.AGENT RORKE: I'm sorry. Sorry.ABBY: Meatheads.Rorke walks to the rear SUV. Tries to open the front passenger door. It's locked. He taps on window.AGENT RORKE: Unlock it. Unlock it.AGENT HAWKINS: Okay, wait. Hold on.He gets in. He puts the window down. Gestures 'I'm watching you' again as the SUVs depart. Abby waves.ERIN: Roll your window up.AGENT RORKE: I'm watching you.HOLTZMANN: You think they got genitals in there? Or is it more of a Ken doll situation?AGENT RORKE: I'm watching you!ABBY: I'm gonna go with Ken doll situation. It's smooth.AGENT RORKE: We're watching you!SUV passes intersection of Canal Street and Mulberry Street.(extended edition ends)Cut to the Ghostbusters walking down the alley between Zhu's and its neighbor.ABBY: Now, the mayor said we could continue our work, and so we shall.HOLTZMANN: We got to be prepared. That's why I've made a table of treats. [new equipment is on a wooden table: 3 Proton Grenades, Proton Grenade Launcher, Ghost Chipper, Proton Glove and a Proton Blaster] Erin, you've had a hard day. Step right up. Pick a gun, any gun. ERIN: This one.Erin picks up the Proton Grenade Launcher.HOLTZMANN: No! I'm sorry, not that gun. That one's not ready. It's yours when it is. Here, in the meantime... This.ERIN: Wow! What does it do?HOLTZMANN: It's a Swiss Army knife. No woman should walk around unarmed.ERIN: I know what it does.HOLTZMANN: Also, here, why don't you take this.ERIN: Yeah?Gives her a Proton Grenade.HOLTZMANN: Give that a toss. That's gonna send up a little poof. It's only dangerous to ghosts.ERIN: All right. Okay. She arms and throws it. It explodes by some trash.ABBY: Oh, nice!ERIN: Ooh!PATTY: Oh!HOLTZMANN: Yeah, my mistake. It was a medium poof.Holtzmann hands the Ghost Chipper to Patty.HOLTZMANN: This puppy I like to call a Ghost Chipper. Hollow-laser technology, sucks in the ghost and neutralizes it. Step up to bat and do what you're gonna do.PATTY: You truly scare me. I just want to let you know that.ABBY: I'm gonna just...Patty activates it. A trash can is tipped over and the Chipper draws in the trash through it. The shredded trash goes all over Erin and Abby. Abby reaches into her suit.ERIN: Oh... Come on!ABBY: Oh, it's like Mardi Gras in there.Abby is now wearing the Proton Glove.HOLTZMANN: It's a proton glove. It's gonna maximize flexibility during hand-to-specter combat. Just give it a punch, it's motion-activated.ABBY: Ha-ha!The burst from the Proton Glove zig zags between the alley. It bounces off a blue dumpster towards them. They duck. It takes out a motor bike. It is launched straight up in the air then crashes into the ground.ABBY: Okay. That... [Erin shudders] was awesome! [Abby laughs and whoops]Erin tries to high five Abby. Patty and Holtzmann shake.ABBY: No, that is a deadly high five.ERIN: No.ABBY: No.HOLTZMANN: Hey, ladies, I'd call this a successful test.Bennie steps outside and sees the wreckage. Looks at them, puts his hands out like 'WTH' happened?Chapter 12 starts at 1:16:51 mark in extended edition or 1:07:04 mark in theatrical edition.An old TV is sitting on a red stand in headquarters. It's turned onto NY1 News. Lynch is amid the press taking questions.LYNCH: It's fraudulent and unsafe, frankly. You know, these Ghostbusters are creating an unnecessary panic [Erin clicks tongue, looks at Abby, she puts up hand gesturing stop] in a sad grab for fame. People can rest assured that these women are fake. ERIN: Well, it's official, we're all ghost girls now.(extended edition)Erin does a head desk slam on table but a beaker of hydrochloric acid drops onto the floor, breaks, and the acid hisses.ERIN: Oh!PATTY: Damn.HOLTZMANN: Aw, my favorite acid.Kevin walks in.KEVIN: It's okay. I'll get it. I'll get it.ERIN: Be careful.KEVIN: Hey, guys, I've been meaning to ask, what was that thing that threw that man out the window the other day?HOLTZMANN: Kevin, it was a ghost.KEVIN: A ghost?HOLTZMANN: Do you not know what goes on here, Kevin?KEVIN: Okay, I've got it. We sell the restaurant. Guys, we haven't had customers, anyway. It's time to face the facts, the restaurant is not working.He steps forward right into the acid.ABBY: You're standing in the acid.KEVIN: Ah, not my slippers.HOLTZMANN: It's hydrochloric acid. Get the baking soda. [Kevin sprinkles the baking soda over the acid] There you go. That's how you clean up hydrochloric. Good boy.KEVIN: Oh, God, it stinks.PATTY: Just a big, beautiful dummy.ERIN: Well, it's official. We're all ghost girls now. [gestures at TV]FRAUDS! stamped on still of them talking to reporter outside Stonebrook Theatre. Ticker reads "Ghostbusters?"KEVIN: Can't see.HOLTZMANN: Well, that's the acid.ABBY: Get back to the eyewash station.KEVIN: Where is that?ABBY: Back by the bathroom. Left. There you go. Stop when you hit something.Thump. Kevin groans.ERIN: Okay.PATTY: Jesus.ABBY: Good job.(extended edition ends)ABBY: All right, I would like to remind everybody here that in a very short amount of time, we have seen multiple Class 4 malevolent apparitions.PATTY: Yeah.HOLTZMANN: We did.ABBY: Who cares what anybody else is saying about us? We know what we're doing. I mean, all morning, I've been reading about this stuff. [Abby walks to other side of table and goes to the laptop] There's sightings all over the city. "Wailing spirit sighted at 6th and 26th." Another one, "Spectral polar bear on 63rd and 5th." Then there was that weeping wall in the thrift store at Chelsea.ERIN: Wait. Did you say 6th and 26th?ABBY: Yeah. "Wailing spirits, 6th and 26th."Shot of laptop screen. Logo "GNghostnews". Set on Eyewitness Sightings page. The top post - Friday http://twitter.com/loganmichael Park Avenue and 45th --- "Just before my morning commute, I saw a weird shimmering kind of polar bear on Park Avenue...." The next post - Monday http://twitter.com/monicacumming 6th & 26th --- "I was in disbelief when I saw a five story tall wailing spirit on 26th Street just outside my apartment building- He looked right in my window!" The next post is Wednesday http://listentome.com/tonymartinErin lays down a map and uncaps a pen.ERIN: 6th and 26th. 6th and 26th. Okay. 6th and 26th. Um, Aldridge Mansion. Um, Upper West Side. Yes? 70... 72nd. [she marks down the Aldridge on map, left of "SIDE" in "UPPER WEST SIDE" and in the background, Kevin returns]ERIN: Um, where did we find the first device?PATTY: Uh, at the subway, right here. [She taps upper right side of Central Park on the "U" in "Upper East Side", Erin marks]ERIN: Okay. Theater. Downtown. Yes. Yes.HOLTZMANN: Downtown?ERIN: [marks above and right of  "O" in "SOHO" by Lafayette and E. Houston Street intersection] Yes, yes. In here. Okay, what was the other address you said?ABBY: Polar bear on 63rd and 5th Avenue.ERIN; And the one in Chelsea?ABBY: Uh... Chelsea is at 10th Avenue and 18th.ERIN: 18th. 10th and 18th. Uh.She draws straight lines connecting her "x" marks and forms a big "X" in Midtown. Pan up to Erin.ERIN: What do those look like to you?KEVIN: Oh, It's an X touching other little "X's."ERIN/ABBY: Ley lines.HOLZTMANN emotes.PATTY: What's "ley lines"?Holtzmann walks over and grabs a "Ley Lines: of North America" book from a cardboard box.ABBY: It's a hidden network of energy lines that run across the Earth. It's a current of supernatural energy.Holtzmann lays the book down, takes her glasses off, and flips pages.ERIN: Supposedly, if you look at sacred sites and weird events all over the world, and connect them with lines where they intersect, it's an unusually powerful spot. Abby and I just dismissed this theory because it just seemed too random to have any merit.Holtzmann smooths a page. Puts the map half on the the book. Slides it forward.HOLTZMANN: Dismiss this. [pats book]The two maps, the one Erin marked and the one in the book are identical.ABBY: Okay. That looks like it's got some merit.ERIN: He's using the devices to charge the ley lines. He's creating a vortex.ABBY: A vortex.HOLTZMANN: Oh, boy.ABBY: Okay, if he gets one of his machines in there and it's big enough, he's gonna be able to rip a hole right through that barrier.HOLTZMANN: Letting whatever's on this plane come crashing down on this plane. [waves hand then smacks Erin's map in center point of the big "X"]ABBY: Okay, I'm calling this in.ERIN: Okay, um, that intersection right there between 7th and 8th. What is there now? [she grabs laptop and types] HOLTZMANN: The Mercado. ERIN: Mercado. It's Spanish for "table."Website of Mercado Hotel. Address is 1525 Broadway New York, New York 10036. Phone number is (212) 168-9500. Central Reservation is (866) 100-1525. Website is www.mercadohotel.com. A 25% savings special offer on left. On right, "The Mercado Luxury Hotel New York, New York" is superimposed in front of front desk. Headline reads "The Boutique Mercado Hotel in New York City". Paragraph reads "The Mercado Hotel's spectacular setting lends itself to one of the richest and most memorable travel experiences. Located in the heart of Manhattan's Times Square, you will be in walking distance to the theatre district, Rockefeller Center and Broadway. Enjoy New York's best nightlife and world class shopping only steps away on Madison and Fifth. The Mercado prides itself in being part of the ultimate urban mix of people, grand world architecture, nationally held festivals, and all else that encompasses Times Square." The second paragraph starts, "When staying at the Mercado Hotel, you are treated as royalty, without a care in the world. The most attentive and friendly staff in New York will luxuriously pamper you. Witness the historically preserved hotel and join the hundreds of thousands who have experienced the comfort that is the Mercado. Feel alive again and--"PATTY: The Mercado? That actually makes sense.ABBY: Okay, yes, I'm looking for Agents Hawkins and Rorke.PATTY: The Mercado has one of the weirdest histories of the buildings in New York.HOLTZMANN: Okay, so it's your standard-issue haunted building.PATTY: No. This is even before it was a building. All sorts of massacres happened at that spot. [Erin] Like the peaceful trade between the Lenape Indians and Captain Warren. Then, all of a sudden, everybody dies. Oh, my God, you guys. This is the dude that was at the subway that was talking about the cataclysms! [The Mercado website has a picture of the staff] This is him!On the left is a group photo of eight employees in two rows of four posing on some steps. On the right is a description of the Rivera Ballroom. It reads, "The spacious Art Deco Rivera Ballr--dance the night away in the new--holidays are available throughout t--The Rivera Ballroom is New York's--ing. Whether a returning guest or r--team of professional dance teach--put you at ease, marking sure that y-is exceptional." Second paragraph reads, "For decades, the ballroom has host--est events. Now, it brings back an--the stage for a grand night in! T--" Camera zooms in on Rowan.ERIN: Oh. It's always the sad, pale ones.ABBY: Okay, ladies, let's gear up and hit that Mercado.They leave. Camera looms on the maps.Cut to the garage next to the Zhu's building opening up. The Ghostbusters are already inside Ecto-1.ABBY: Who's in the mood to save New York City? ALL: WHOO!Holtzmann drives. Abby in front passenger. Patty and Erin in back. Siren on. Ecto-1 drives on 7th Avenue heading south, passing Cafe Metro on West 54th Street. Cut to Ecto-1 parking in front of the Mercado Hotel's entrance. Bird's eye POV of the tray of Proton Packs being pulled out of the rear. Cut to the lobby of the Mercado. Guests and staff are walking around. Camera POV pans counter clockwise to the Ghostbusters walking across the lobby. The head to the reception desk.DESK CLERK: [on phone] And did you try adjusting the thermostat before placing this call? Well, I'm terribly sorry that you have a draft in your room. [The Desk Clerk turns to them] Why don't you hold while I connect you to someone who might care.ERIN: Hi. Excuse me. DESK CLERK: Hold on. [The Desk Clerk puts phone on her right shoulder] What do you want?ABBY: Where's your janitor?DESK CLERK: Oh, that nut-job! What has he done...I don't want to know. Just take the stairs down and get him out.Cut to the Ghostbusters taking stairs down to the boiler room. There are some streaks of light. They grab their throwers. The doors to the boiler room are closed shut. Streaks of light can be glimpsed at the bottom of the doorway. They power up their throwers and head inside. There is a giant machine in the center that is active. Mirrors are strewn about the room. Ghosts have their palms up against the glass from the other side. They growl at the Ghostbusters. ABBY: Hey, stop right there! Shut it down!Rowan, from a crouching position, turns to them and stands. He walks out a little towards them with his hands behind his back.ROWAN: Ah. The Ghostbusters.ABBY: Look, I think it's great you found yourself a little hobby, and I'm sure, on paper, flooding New York City with ghosts seemed like a great idea, but we happen to like the world the way it is.ROWAN: Then you must've been afforded the basic dignity and respect of a human being,which I have been denied.ABBY: Not really. People dump on us pretty much all the time.ROWAN: I am a genius. I see things that no one else does. And for it, I am rewarded with nothing but scorn and mockery. Luckily, I am not the only one seeking revenge. Behind these are millions of souls, [ghosts pound on glass] souls which have been cast aside. Souls who see the world as it truly is, as garbage. Garbage that needs to be cleaned up. (extended edition)ROWAN: They're mostly dudes. (extended edition end)ROWAN: When these barriers are destroyed, an army of the undead will return to pester the living.ERIN: "Pester the living" doesn't sound so bad. [chuckles]ROWAN: They will return to pester the living with unspeakable pain and torment. (extended edition)ROWAN: Children will be pestered limb from limb in front of their own parents. The parents will be pestered in half and pestered in half again. And pestered into the ground until their bloody, pulpy bodies are nothing but meat.(extended edition end)ERIN: That's a different, uh, definition of "pester" than what I was thinking. HOLTZMANN: I think the word we're looking for is apocalypse. Apocalypse.ROWAN: Well, let's get these barriers destroyed, shall we?ABBY: Uh, uh, uh, uh, wait, wait, wait! Rowan. I get it. You don't like people. People can be terrible. The thing is, though, there's so many terrific things out there. I mean, wonderful things that are worth living for. I mean, you got soup, and, you know, that first... You know when... Oh, God. I can only think of soup. Anybody? Somebody? Patty?PATTY: Salad.ABBY: Salad.Rowan turns back to the main machine.ABBY: Whoa, whoa! No, no, no! Wait, wait, wait! Okay, stop what you're doing. The police are already on their way. It's over. You're going to jail, Rowan.ROWAN: Well, in that case, bye.Rowan grabs hold of two pylons and electrocutes himself to death. His body drops to the floor face first.HOLTZMANN: That's a weird move.PATTY: Oh, he dead. That's a dead man.ABBY: See if you can shut that thing down.Holtzmann jogs over to where they found Rowan.ABBY: Come on!ERIN: Holtz? Electricity powers down. Ghosts vanish from mirrors.ERIN: Holtz, are we good?HOLTZMANN: Uh... Well, he's not, but, yeah, we're okay.ERIN: Okay. Well, that's over.ABBY: Okay, [she yells out into the corridor] we're down here! Down here!HOLTZMANN: You hate to see the smart ones go bad.PATTY: Man, it smells like burned bologna and regrets down here. Cut to police all around the room Patty gives her statement to an officer.PATTY: Like, um, the dude that worked here, he, like, dressed, like, in a Captain Kirk-type outfit.ERIN: [To Abby] What's up?PATTY He was, like, standing over here...ABBY: I don't know. It's strange. You know, his technology's not that different from ours. It's basically, like, we're both using the same science.ERIN: That is strange.HOLTZMANN: I think I know why. Look what Mr. Cuckoo Pants has been reading at the beach. Holtzmann presents a copy of Ghosts from Our Past.ABBY: No.ERIN: Oh, my God.ABBY: I told you that there would be people out there that loved our work.ERIN: Why am I so flattered that that weird little sociopath bought our book?Lynch's feet patters. She comes up behind them.LYNCH: Oh, thank you for everything you did. You saved us all. The mayor thanks you, of course. Privately, so don't tell anyone. Um... Can I walk you out? Cut to Lynch and the Ghostbusters walking out into the lobby.LYNCH: Well, why don't you all go get some rest? These gentlemen here will get you out of here. Okay?ABBY: Oh, thank you. That's very nice.LYNCH: All right.AGENT RORKE: Thanks for all you've done, ladies.AGENT HAWKINS: Thank you very much.LYNCH: I just have to say a couple things to the press. You know how that goes. [she points, camera pans to a crowd of reporters are waiting, chattering] So we just are gonna fake-arrest you now. Oh, and we towed your car. Real-tow, not fake-tow.Lynch walks over to the reporters.ABBY: What's that?REPORTER 2: Ms. Lynch!ERIN: What? Wait, Why?Hawkins grabs Erin's arm. Rorke grabs Abby's arm. Puts them behind their backs and walks them.ABBY: Ow!ERIN: Excuse me!AGENT HAWKINS: Stop resisting.ABBY: I'm not. I'm walking with you.REPORTER 3: ls New York in trouble?LYNCH: Everything is fine. It was just another publicity stunt by these [Erin turns and glares at Lynch] incredibly sad and lonely women. It's like they read Eat, Pray, Love and just ran with it.Cut to boiler room. Two officers exit.OFFICER: Put the lights out.The light turns off in the room. A P.K.E. Meter left behind activates and starts spinning. It falls off onto the ground.(extended edition)The Ghostbusters are walking down the sidewalk away from E 45th Street.ABBY: Well, mission accomplished, ladies. I say we get some drinks and celebrate.Patty holds out her right arm to Holtzmann for a high five.ABBY: How about it, Erin? It's my treat.Holtzmann grabs her arm and kisses her hand. Patty pulls away. A man with his phone recording catches up to them.BLOGGER: Excuse me. Excuse me. A couple quick questions for my blog. First, how does it feel wasting tax payer money and government resources with your pranks?ABBY: Uh, why don't you go back to your mother's basement where you live? [pushes phone down]BLOGGER: Yeah, I plan to, after this. Ms. Gilbert, I asked around your hometown. I talked to somebody you went to school with. They said when you were a kid, you made up a ghost. So, tell me, were you born a fraud, ghost girl?Erin turns and collars him.ERIN: Don't call me that!ABBY: Erin! Oh, my God! Erin, he's too pasty to fight.PATTY: Erin, you're making us look bad right now.ABBY: Erin, come on, let it go.BLOGGER: They should put you back in therapy, you freak.Erin punches the blogger's face. He drops to the pavement.PATTY: Oh!POV of phone, it is on Erin.PATTY: Oh, damn!Cut to New York Post newspaper, late edition. The photo is right when Erin's punch connects. On upper right is slightly blurred date of "THURSDAY". Headline on bottom of page is "Nosebusters! It's not the ghosts he should be afraid of" Red bar reads "Exclusive: Injured Blogger Chris Gethard tells his story PAGES 4-5".Erin is looking at it in booth at headquarters. Holtzmann puts down the Ghost Chipper and scoots in from the other side.HOLTZMANN: Hey- Guess whose desk I just set on fire. You'll never guess. [Patty looks up from reading a copy of Journal of Astrophysical Mechanics. The title on the cover reads, "Quantum Energy Matter Creation"] You may guess when you see your desk later. Okay.Abby and Patty at lab table.ERIN: All right. Just read it. Just read it.HOLTZMANN: "Midtown movie theater owner claims Basset Hound regularly attends matinees by himself." Look at his ears.Heinz ad on left page. "Making grilling twice as tasty" slogan is printed below the photo of a cheeseburger and left of two bottles of ketchup and mustard standing upside down. On right page is the "Movie Hound" article and a photo of the dog. "He's dog-gone crazy about movies!" is above the headline.ERIN: Yes, I see. I meant the one about me.HOLTZMANN: Oh.ERIN: Yes.Two page spread. On the left side "An injured blogger tells his story..." "Nose Buster..." "Chris Gethard" and on the right is a photo of Erin. Under the photo, the main article reads, "After cellphone video of brawl appeared on Youtube, Gethard tweeted that he was "feeling fine with the help of an ice book and a nice glass of merlot," then he thanked both of his m--y followers for their words of support. Today's--" and the second column reads, "the first time the Ghostbusters have had a brush with trouble. Two days ago, paranormal skeptic Martin Heiss was hospitalized after falling through a window in a freak accident. Gilbert, along with fellow Ghostbusters, A-- and the third column reads, "that the accident was caused by an escaped ghost from a device of their own invention. Police are continuing to investigate. Sergeant Lance Larson , who was at the scene of the Heiss incident says it was virtua--" then the third column is duplicated in the first column on the right side page and continues with, "--lly impossible that Mr. Heiss' injuries could have been caused--" and the second column reads, "residing in New York, and has been at odds with the Ghostbusters since they appeared on the scene--" and the third column reads, "group of supposed psychics who could manipulate metal with only--" and the fourth and fifth columns are blurred. On the right page is the Ghostbusters trying to pull Erin off of the blogger. A small photo of the blogger on his back.HOLTZMANN: It's devastating. [Erin sighs] Oh, look, you're on TV.FOX 5 NEWS ANCHOR #1 (Mike Kelly): We spoke to Dr. Harold Filmore, Physics Department Chair at Columbia University, where Ms. Gilbert used to teach.Ticker reads "Erin Gilbert Altercation" and below it "Academic institutions distance themselves." Photo from left page of newspaper also is used by Fox 5. Anchor #2 (Rosanna Scotto is now visible). Abby and Patty walk to the TV. ERIN: Oh, no, no.HAROLD FILMORE: It's unfortunate that we have these former ties with Ms. Gilbert. Here at Columbia University, we're about [Holtzmann] real science, discovering truth, not lying for a sad moment of fame.ABBY: You know what? [snatches remote from Erin] They don't know what they're talking about.ANCHOR #2: We also spoke with the Dean of the Kenneth P. Higgins Institute.ABBY: Oh, God.SHANKS: Ms. Gilbert's association with the Kenneth P. Higgins Institute, albeit distant, is a blight on this university. But, good news, I have an album dropping in two weeks. It's called I'mma Be Me, and I wouldn't mind playing you the title track. [strums guitar] Ha!ABBY: [clicks remote] God.PATTY: Yo, Erin, shake that off. You know how many lives you saved?ABBY: Yeah.HOLTZMANN: Yeah, we gotta get out there. We gotta get something to eat. We gotta find that Basset Hound.ERIN: I'll just see you guys tomorrow. I gotta go. I'm sorry.ABBY: Erin...ERIN: [off screen] I'm sorry!KEVIN: [Kevin walks up to Abby] So, Abby, I've been doing a lot of thinking, and congratulations, I've decided to become a Ghostbuster.ABBY: Oh, God. I don't have time to try to explain why that's not going to happen. [Abby and Patty walk away]KEVIN: I thought they would've been happy about that.(extended edition ends)Chapter 13 starts at 1:29:05 mark in extended edition or 1:15:43 mark in theatrical edition.Day. Exterior of the apartment building at 310 West 106th Street/Duke Ellington Blvd. Taxi cab drives past. Cut to POV of Erin sitting down on her bed in a lavender robe. She picks up a copy of Ghosts from Our Past. She flips pages. She sees some handwriting "Research Notes" with drawings of a cube and notes. She flips to a drawing of Gertrude and Rowan's technology. She flips and sees drawings of Rowan as a giant rampaging in the city. There's a picture of him killing himself like he did earlier. A drawing of him grabbing people. Then a page of people on a roof top bowing to him. Words read "The Fourth Cataclysm" and "I Will Lead Them All" -- It's disturbing suffice to say.Zhu's exterior. Day. Cut to Abby walking across the lab. She walks to the restroom. There's a knock on the door. She stops, turns and walks back to the door.ABBY: Did you guys lose your keys? What did I tell you? Pin it to your bra strap. That's where mine is, and it... Abby opens the door but there's no one outside. Light outside flickers off. She closes the door and locks it. She walks to the restroom, slams the door, and deadbolts it. She rests on door. There's a knock.ABBY: Who's out there? Holtzmann, I swear to God, I...The doorknob rattles. Then the sink's pipe rattles. Abby slowly walks over. Her POV looks at the sink. There's a green glow down the sink.ROWAN: Hello, Abby.  A green streak flies into her face. She falls on her back. She hears Rowan's voice.(extended edition, alternate line to above)ROWAN: Don't look so surprised. [Abby stands] You didn't think I was gone when there's so much left to do, did you, Abby? It's brilliant, really. [ectoplasm drips from her ears and nose] My devices energized spectral entities on a nuclear, paramolecular level. [drips on boots] Sound familiar? It's the reverse of your research. Do it in the right place, with enough power, and there goes the barrier. And then the world shall bend to... [she walks to mirror, Rowan chuckles] Okay. I apologize. That looks nastier than I intended. [laughs] Enjoy, Abby! [she vomits ectoplasm all over the restroom]Ectoplasm passes under the door.(extended edition ends)The phone rings. The answering machine message turns on: It's Kevin as the voice of the recorded message. Click.KEVIN: Ghostbusters. What do you want?ERIN: Hello? Guys, it's me. Are you there? Please pick up if you're there. [shifts to Erin in her bedroom] Call me as soon as you get this. I think when Rowan killed himself, it was just the next step in his plan.Erin keys towards the news. Ticker reads "Mayor hosts diplomats"NY1 ANCHOR #2 (Cheryl Willis): The mayor's itinerary has been set. Mayor Bradley is meeting with the diplomats at Lotus Leaf this very moment.ERIN: Lotus Leaf.Cut to Holtzmann and Patty at the lab table with bags.PATTY: Abby! We got you a sandwich so you don't be picking off of ours, man. You need some food. Your moods have been real bad, yo. Come on now.Holtzmann walks towards the restroom.HOLTZMANN: Abby? You in there? Everything okay? [sings] "Abby, come and get your sandwich Come and get your sandwich, please." You want your little sandwich? Abby... [taps doors with her fingers, about to pound but door opens]ROWAN/ABBY: Hello, Jillian.HOLTZMANN: Hello, Abby. Are you okay?ROWAN/ABBY: I'm quite well.HOLTZMANN: That's good. [concerned]Rowan/Abby walks to the lab. Picks up tubing. Puts it down. Picks up a pipe.HOLTZMANN: You found my pipe. I got it at the dumpster yesterday. I'm gonna use it to make a proton shotgun. Pretty cool, right? If it doesn't work, we can just swing it around and break stuff, so it's kind of a win-win.Rowan/Abby attacks the Proton Packs mounted on the wall.HOLTZMANN: What? What are you doing? Not my babies!Holtzmann grabs at the pipe.PATTY: Hey! Wait a minute!HOLTZMANN: No!PATTY: Man, are y'all playing? [Abby shoves Holtzmann across floor] 'Cause this ain't funny, man. Yo! For real! See, Abby, I told you to have that sandwich, man. Low blood sugar is serious!ROWAN/ABBY: Hello, Patricia. [throws pipe, Patty dives to booth]PATTY: What?Abby walks over and picks Holtzmann off the floor by her throat.HOLTZMANN: Abby! [chokes]PATTY: What the...Holtzmann whimpers. The window is shattered as Rowan/Abby walks her through it. Rowan/Abby dangles Holtzmann outside.ROWAN/ABBY: Look at the view. This is fun, right? [Patty charges and yells] Good-bye.Rowan/Abby drops Holtzmann. Patty shoves Rowan/Abby to the ground and grabs Holtzmann's right arm just in time.PATTY: I got you, baby! I got you!Rowan/Abby leaps onto Patty's back. Patty shoves her into the wall. Rowan/Abby stands. Patty holds her back by pressing against her head. Rowan/Abby pushes hand aside, ends up on her back on window frame.HOLTZMANN: Oh, my God, help me.ROWAN/ABBY: Hi, Patty.Rowan/Abby's head twists around like in "Exorcist" and faces Holtzmann. Holtzmann screams.PATTY: Hell no! The Devil is a liar! Rowan/Abby's head twists back to its original position.ROWAN/ABBY: Boo.Patty screams. Rowan/Abby stands up. PATTY: Hellion, begone!Patty shoves her but Rowan/Abby floats in mid-air.HOLTZMANN: Oh, shit.PATTY: Oh, no!They tussle.PATTY: Holtzy! Got you, Holtzy!Patty pulls up Holtzmann. All three fall to the floor.PATTY: No! Get out of my friend, ghost!Patty slaps Abby. Rowan’s ghost vacates Abby and flies out the window.ABBY: Ow! Ow! That's gonna leave a mark!PATTY: The power of Patty compels you!Patty slaps Abby again.ABBY: Ow!PATTY: Is that you, Abby? Where did he go?KEVIN: [outside] Hey, guys, check it out! Hey, listen. I figured you're gonna need my help, so I borrowed all this stuff. If you could just chuck me down my own proton pack, that'd be great.Kevin is in a make shift flightsuit and is standing by a motorcycle branded as "Ecto-2." Rowan is still swirling around.ABBY: Kevin, come inside!HOLTZMANN/PATTY: Kevin.ABBY: Come inside.KEVIN: I'm part of the team. I can help out. I'm not gonna get in your way.ABBY: Come on, move!PATTY: Move!KEVIN: I was born to be a Ghostbuster, all right? Nothing's gonna stop me!Rowan possesses Kevin. Kevin drops his helmet.PATTY: Oh, man.ABBY: Kevin! Come on, Rowan, get out of him!ROWAN/KEVIN: Thanks for the upgrade.ABBY: Rowan, ya big bully!ROWAN/KEVIN: Hope this guy knows how to ride a motorcycle.ABBY: Rowan, not Kevin!ROWAN/KEVIN: [Revs engine] Yeah, he does. [laughs, does a wheelie]PATTY: Oh, that's so not good.He drives down Henry Street in Manhattan, passing by Fung Choi Hair Salon at 45 Henry Street then drives down towards 40 Henry Street.The Lotus Leaf. It's packed with dignitaries. A piano is being playing.LYNCH: No, no. It's just a magic trick. He didn't actually cut her in half.MAYOR: No, no. I was there. She was cut in half.LYNCH: There's two women.MAYOR: Yeah, I saw it.LYNCH: It's just a trick.Erin is outside. She taps the glass.ERIN: Mayor Bradley, it's me!LYNCH: Oh, boy. Code red. ERIN: Come here!MAYOR: I have something in my teeth?LYNCH: No, no, that's code green.(extended edition alternate lines, omits from "Oh boy--" to "--code green")MAYOR: Who the shit is this?(extended edition end)ERIN: It's me! It's Erin.LYNCH: She thinks that's a sliding door.ERIN: It's Erin. Hi!LYNCH: She thinks they're all doors. That's sad. She's a scientist. [she runs inside]ERIN: Mayor Bradley. [pants] You have to evacuate the city!MAYOR: [whispers] Never say that word.ERIN: You have to shut down the power to the whole city! Don't you understand? He's using the power to energize them!LYNCH: You know what, as you can see, the mayor is very busy.There is a rumble outside.ERIN: Oh, no. It's happening. Can you hear it? [louder] [Mayor points] It's... Oh, um... Okay, that's a dumpster. But the undead are still arriving. Please, Mayor Bradley, you have to believe me. You're the only one that can do something. Don't... Please don't be like the mayor in Jaws.MAYOR: [laughs] Never compare me to the Jaws mayor. Never!ERIN: Please, you have to get everyone out. You're endangering everyone in the city! [two men grab Erin's arms]MAYOR: That took way too long.They try to pull her away but she clings to the table.ERIN: What are you doing? Oh my... My... Get off of me! Mayor Bradley, you have to listen to me! [they back up, she drags the table with her] Get out of the city! Get out of the city! They're coming! Don't you understand? These ghosts kill people!Rowan/Kevin is driving on 7th Avenue, starting at West 57th Street and then goes past the Park Central Hotel at 870 7th Avenue. Cut to him walking down stairs to boiler room of the Mercado Hotel. POLICE OFFICER TYSON: 50 cents a T-shirt. My plan is to wear a new one every day, and then just throw 'em out and then start over every month, yeah. Whoa. [chuckles] Hey. Man, nobody ordered a Clark Kent strippergram.Two police officers are guarding the door to the boiler room.ROWAN/KEVIN: Clark Kent? Oh, because of the glasses and the handsomeness? [laughs]Officer Tyson laughs. Rowan/Kevin punches Officer Tyson out then grabs other by throat, lifts him up in the air, and drops him to the ground.ROWAN/KEVIN: I should have worked out more when I was alive. [kicks doors open]Rowan/Kevin tears the yellow tape. Picks up parts.ROWAN/KEVIN: Oh, I definitely should have worked out more.Rowan reconnects parts then reactivates his machine while humming. The machine activates. Electricity cackles. Ghosts reappear in the mirrors. He smiles and hums. The mirrors shatter. Ghosts fly out of the mirrors and a cloud forms around the machine. A bigger cloud appears right above the Mercado Hotel.Chapter 14 starts at 1:37:40 mark in extended edition or 1:23:30 mark in theatrical edition. Erin runs down Walker Street towards Broadway shouting.ERIN: You have to get out of the city! Please! Get out! Loud rumble.ERIN: Oh, no. It's happening.People start gasping in front of the Episcopal Church at 48 Henry Street. Blue ghost streaks fly around. People start running down the street in droves. Erin goes past them in the opposite direction and pauses near a cross walk. From her POV, the Mercado Hotel in the distance. The cloud looks like a maelstrom. The sky darkens.ERIN: Oh...Bird's eye view of Manhattan. The Ley lines glow green throughout the city. Ghosts rise up from the sidewalk and fly up the face of the Mercado. Police cars, sirens blaring, drive down a street. Ghosts fly by. A Flasher Ghost flashes but he's just a green skeleton. Droves of green rat ghosts fly out of the 50th Street subway entrance. A young woman shudders.(extended edition)Cut to Clark's Coffee, a coffee shop. Dean Filmore, at the bar, turns to an old black man in gray suit.FILMORE: City College must have just let out, huh? [chuckles]On Filmore's left is a blue ghost wearing a Boston Red Sox uniform.RED SOX GHOST:Yankees suck!Filmore exclaims and runs away.RED SOX GHOST: What the hell am I doing in New York?(extended edition ends)The Zhu's garage door rises revealing Ecto-1. Close up of license plate.ABBY: Let's do this.Once again. Holtzmann drives. Abby in front passenger seat. Patty in the back. Holtzmann slides her goggles down over her eyes.PATTY: Oh, yeah.Abby, Patty, and Holtzmann leave Zhu's in Ecto-1Woman screams. Erin runs down a street and stops at a corner. She hails a cab.ERIN: Taxi! Taxi!CABBIE: Where you going?ERIN: Chinatown.CABBIE: Nah. That's, like, one more block south than I want to go.ERIN: Sir, those are actual ghosts flying around!CABBIE: Eh, they're Class 5 floating vapors. Nothing to worry about.ERIN: No, no, no, it's important. Don't you see what's happening?CABBIE: Look, I don't go to Chinatown, I don't drive wackos, and I ain't afraid of no ghosts.ERIN: What! No, no, no, wait! The cabbie drives away.(extended edition)ERIN: That's a double negative! That means you are afraid of ghosts.(extended edition end)ERIN: Oh, God, I got to get my gear.Front of Ecto-1. Siren blaring. They drive under an overpass around 66 to 68 Broadway. They pass a bank and garage on 1745 Broadway, looking down towards West 55th Street. Cut to them driving near 572 8th Avenue, at the intersection with West 38th Street. Ecto-1 turns onto West 38th.HOLTZMANN: Seem to have hit an impasse.ABBY: Yeah, I'd say so. All right, let's clear a path.HOLTZMANN: You guys, this looks like my kitchen.Sabrett Hot Dog Carts block their path. There is a green glow coming from the one on the left. They slowly approach. The lid pops open. Slimer roars and scarfs more hot dogs. They gasp.ABBY: What the hell is that thing?Slimer turns and burps at them. They gasp. It flies towards them. They side step him.HOLTZMANN: Ew. Slimer flies into the driver's seat of Ecto-1.ABBY: Hey, hey!PATTY: Wait!Engine starts and Slimer reverses out.ABBY: Oh, really? Did you leave the keys in the car?Slimer swings Ecto-1 into a parked car.PATTY: My uncle is gonna be pissed.Slimer roars and the gas pedal is pushed down. He charges Ecto-1 towards them. ABBY: Okay, light him up!HOLTZMANN: No, don't shoot. The equipment on top of that is basically a nuclear reactor.ABBY: What?PATTY: Okay, I vote we don't shoot at that.They gasp and jump out of the way. Ecto-1 barrels past the carts. He hits a fire hydrant. A geyser erupts. He hits a light pole and drives on. The pole crashes down, narrowly avoiding a man running.ABBY: Well, we just gave a ghost a nuke. We should probably run.HOLTZMANN: Yep.Armed forces pour out of a military vehicle.SOLDIERS: Hut! Hut! Hut!OFFICER JENSEN: Go! Go! Moving out!Police and soldiers take positions outside the Mercado and cock their guns.Establishing shot of Manhattan. H&M sign on the 4 Times Square building is seen. The Ghostbusters run past people and pause to look to West 38th Street and 6th Avenue. They see a ghost balloon parade.PATTY: Yo, was Thanksgiving like Halloween back in the 1920s? 'Cause that's a creepy-ass Macy's Parade.ABBY: I don't know. I've always kind of been attracted to husky men in hats. [chuckles]One of the balloons doubles back and peers at them.HOLTZMANN: Uh-oh. I just made eye contact.ABBY: With the balloon?HOLTZMANN: Yeah, straight down the barrel.The balloons chuckle and start floating towards them.PATTY: Oh, damn.ABBY: I think we may look like chew toys to him. All right, let's pop some balloons!They blast the balloons and they pop one by one as they slowly drift towards them. They pop and putter away. The last is one of the Stay Puft Marshmallow Man. It lands on and smothers them against the street. It chuckles. Abby groans.PATTY: Oh, Lord, have mercy. This is just wrong!ABBY: I can't move my hand. I can't reach the trigger.HOLTZMANN: You guys, this is exactly how I pictured my death.Stay Puft makes a deep chuckle. A piercing sound is heard and it suddenly pops. It's Erin behind where it was.ERIN: Come one. Proton guns are all well and good, but sometimes you need the Swiss Army.HOLTZMANN: Welcome back! Am I shouting?ERIN: Yeah.HOLTZMANN: I think the balloon popped my ear!Patty high fives Erin.ABBY: All right, let's go save this city and get our terrible receptionist back. We're not gonna find another one that pretty.They run down past Canfora Street towards the Mercado Hotel.Rumbling and whooshing. Rowan/Kevin descends down to the hotel marquee.AGENT RORKE: Who's the flying beefcake?(extended edition)ROWAN/KEVIN: Hello. Oh, dear brave men and women of the protection services industry, I would like to see you dance.Bee Gees' "You Should Be Dancing" plays. Across the street is a PS4 ad, a Sephora store. On the right is a Levi's ad. A ticker in the center 'Health Care Bill is Rejected. Cites Precedent in 1973 Gant Debate' and the ticker below 'Report Medical Professionals Assisting New York Relief Effort.' Officer Stevenson is in the crowd.AGENT RORKE: Get it off.Agent Hawkins tries to activate their Proton Gun Vehicle.AGENT HAWKINS: I can't. It won't work anymore.Rowan starts dancing. The agents, soldiers, and police mimic his moves.ROWAN/KEVIN: I control all of you. Oh, this is fun.(extended edition ends)ROWAN/KEVIN: Hello.   Rowan freezes the police and soldiers in place (Note this is not in extended edition) Ghostbusters run past NYPD station. ROWAN: [clicks tongue] Aw, women. Always late. Probably couldn't decide which dirty jumpsuit to wear. Let's give 'em a proper New York welcome, shall we? Boop. [He emits blue P.K.E. from his hands] Welcome to the glory days of New York City. Have fun! [laughs]Blu-ray, Crackle, Revlon, Aladdin, Jersey Boys ads. The Ring Leader ghost walks past them. Papa John's. That's a big Twinkie Hostess ad. Progressive. Save the Children. The ads, store fronts, restaurants, and bars morph into older ads, stores, restaurants, and bars from bygone eras. "Taxi Driver". Boris Karloff in "Snake People".ERIN: Never been good in a fight.ABBY: Well, good news. Here's your chance to work on that.HOLTZMANN: Guys, you all have your sidearms. I suggest you use them.ABBY: Okay, power up.The Ghostbusters open fire with their throwers on the ghosts that emerge from the P.K.E. mist. The Ring Leader growls. A ghost hurls a tomahawk. PATTY: Holtzy, get down! Get down!Patty and Holtzmann land on the street. The tomahawk lands in the chest of another ghost. Abby wrangles it and hurls it into other ghosts.ABBY: Slap shot!Gertrude.ERIN: Gotcha.Gertrude picks up Erin from behind and drops her into the arms of a Ghost Pilgrim.ERIN: This isn't very Puritan behavior!Abby arms a Proton Grenade and tosses it up at 7 seconds then tries to bat it with her thrower but misses.ABBY: D'oh. Nuts! [grunts]Abby kicks the grenade over. The grenade goes off and neutralizes the Ghost Pilgrim. Erin lands on her feet and shoots the pilgrim back into the mist.ERIN: I'm getting the hang of this!Abby whoops and is grabbed by Mayhem in front of a Nathan's. Coca Cola sign.ERIN: Oh, shoot.ABBY: I lost my glasses! Wait, wait, I got 'em! They're in my hand! A little help!Erin blasts Mayhem. Abby drops on the hood of a car. She puts on the Proton Glove and fights ghosts. Erin bats with her thrower.ROWAN/KEVIN: Oh, impressive.Mayhem eyes Holtzmann.PATTY: Holtzy! I got you!Patty holsters thrower and gets out the Ghost Chipper.PATTY: It's chipping time now, ghost. And this is what you get for sitting on me!Mayhem is chipped. Erin sidesteps the ectoplasm that comes out of the Chipper.ERIN: Missed me!HOLTZMANN: Thanks, Patty.Ghost shoves her into a van. Ghost stomps Ghost Chipper to pieces. Abby and Holtzmann chuck grenades at ghosts. Gertrude and Electrocuted Ghost.ERIN: Oh, not you guys again! Say hello to my little...Erin uses Proton Grenade Launcher on them. They go flying backwards.ERIN: What the hell?Ring Leader points and deeply growls. Ghosts charge out of mist at Holtzmann.HOLTZMANN: [She holsters her Particle Thrower] Forgot about my new toys.Twin Proton Pistols emerge from her pack. She licks one. Ghostbusters theme plays.HOLTZMANN: Let's go.Holtzmann battles several ghosts. The Ring Leader advances. She disperses it. She lets go of pistols, they automatically go back into her pack like a seat belt being released.HOLTZMANN: You just got Holtzmanned, baby!ABBY: You know what? I'm glad I didn't know any of you when you were alive, 'cause I don't enjoy any of you, especially you.ERIN: Okay. All right, Abby, let's reel it in tighter.ABBY: I don't like you either!ERIN: We got to save our energy. Come on, let's go.ABBY: Oh, my God, you killed a Pilgrim.ERIN: It appears I did.Chapter 15 starts at 1:47:35 mark in extended edition or 1:32:41 in theatrical edition.They walk past the police and soldiers frozen in place.ABBY: This is weird.ERIN: It sure is.PATTY: Hey, why y'all like this? Something's up, man.ABBY: Yeah, great work, fellas. Your country thanks you.Slimer drives by in Ecto-1 having a jolly time with other ghosts hanging from the car and a Lady Slimer is on the passenger seat.ABBY: Well, that thing's having the time of its life. Let's go.They step into the lobby of the Mercado. The portal is in the center of the lobby. Erin slips on ectoplasm. ERIN: Oh, God. It feels like the slime is after me, personally. That's all I'm saying."Fists of Fury" is on the RKO National Twin theater marquee outside.ABBY: This might be a crazy hunch, but I think he's got that machine up and running again. Come on.The Ghostbusters theme plays in a slow tone then a piano slides by, misses them, and crashes into a pillar.ROWAN/KEVIN: Damn, I missed.ABBY: Oh, Kevin!ROWAN/KEVIN: Oh. Is that what this thing's name is? He seemed more like a Chet to me. I must admit I am enjoying the body. First time in my life I don't have to suck it in.(extended edition alternate line to "He seemed more...it in")ROWAN/KEVIN: Thought it'd be something more Australian like "Jack-O" or "Dave-O" or "Rob-O." Oh, I see there's five of you now.There's a middle aged man in a bath robe standing next to them.ERIN: Huh? Who are you?FRANK: Oh, I'm Frank. I just came down to get some ice.ABBY: Get out of here! Get out of here! [Frank runs outside and screams off screen]PATTY: I think we should've gave him a heads up about what was going on out there, y'all.ROWAN/KEVIN: Well, it's been a very long day. Why don't you take a seat? Please, sit.Chairs slide to them.HOLTZMANN: Don't mind if I do.Falls on her butt.HOLTZMANN: Whoop!ROWAN/KEVIN: Ah! [laughs]HOLTZMANN: Okay. I do appreciate the joke. It's a classic.ROWAN/KEVIN: Oh, for fun.The chairs slide to Abby's left.(extended edition end)ABBY: I know you're getting real comfy in your Kevin skin suit, but it's time you hop out. We like him, despite his many, many frustrating quirks.HOLTZMANN: He just started figuring out the phones!ABBY: Yeah.ROWAN/KEVIN: Mmm... I don't know. Is this a little too Peter Pan? Anyway, I'll embrace it. You know, to be honest with you,this guy's making me feel stupider by the second. He's all yours.He exits Kevin's body, he falls down to the lobby.ERIN: No!ABBY: No, no, no!Abby and Erin "break" his fall and wind up on their backs.ABBY: Don't let Rowan get away!PATTY: I got his ass! ROWAN: Here I am. PATTY: Nobody hurts Kevin, man! Nobody hurts Kevin!HOLTZMANN: "Come out, come out wherever you are. ROWAN: Over here. Those guns come with instructions?ABBY: Come on, Rowan! Come get your virginity out of the lost-and-found!They fire at him at various spots but miss.ROWAN: You shoot like girls.ABBY: 12 o'clock! HOLTZMANN: I think you broke it.PATTY: Look what you made me do!ABBY: It's ridiculous. Let's get Kevin. I knew he was dumb as a box of rocks. I didn't know he's as heavy as one. What's he made out of?ERIN: Pure muscle. Oh, and baby-soft skin.ABBY: Come on, Rowan, show yourself!ROWAN: What form would you prefer I take?HOLTZMANN: Uh, maybe something stationary. Like a bull's-eye.PATTY: Well, I'll tell you what I prefer. I prefer something nice and cute, like a friendly little ghost.ROWAN: Oh. Is this what you want? Something more familiar?The No-Ghost Logo appears in the lobby. The logo morphs into a tiny red bow tie onto Rowan.KEVIN: Mmm, Ice cream. Mmm.PATTY: Well, you know what, I don't have no problem with that. Thank you very much for being reasonable. ROWAN: If this is what you want, it works for me.Rowan's form becomes sinister and starts expanding in size.ERIN: Oh, God, he's really going for it.PATTY: Man, I said cute. Cute!ABBY: Oh, God.HOLTZMANN: No. No, no, no. No.ABBY: Okay, this is not good.Rowan grins and raises his left arm then makes a shoving motion with both arms.ALL: Whoa!They are sent flying outside by a flood of green energy and the shockwave knocks the police and soldiers on their backs. Rowan laughs inside. The windows shatter floor by floor.ABBY: Run! Run!Rowan bursts out of the building. He sees them and marches after them. Erin shoots side of a building. A billboard explodes and fries left side of Rowan.ABBY: Come on! Erin!Rowan roars and look around.PATTY: Okay. Homeboy is pretty much not keeping up with what we agreed upon.Rowan steps on a taxi and flattens it.PATTY:  What part of "small and friendly" did he not understand?Civilians run away. Rowan punches at a building. He roars and punches roof. (Note: this is omitted from the extended edition)ABBY: Oh... this is bad. We need to reverse the portal. It's gonna take an insane amount of energy.(extended edition alternate lines to "Oh...this is...amount of energy")ERIN: Oh! What do we do now?ABBY: We gotta go back there. We've got to shoot directly in the portal with more power. If we can do that, we might be able to cause a reverse reaction.HOLTZMANN: We gotta cross the streams.ERIN: Wait, wait, wait. You mean that thing you were talking about that's so powerful that will make all of our atoms implode?HOLTZMANN: No, implode is the wrong word. It'll be more violent than that.ABBY: We gotta cross 'em up, and we've got an extremely good shot at pulling all the ionized ecto-matter back into the dimension of its origin.ERIN: So, on the plus side, we save the world. And on the negative side, we experience the most painful death conceivable of all time.ABBY: Yeah. It's hard to shine that penny, but yeah.ERIN: Okay. Let's do it.ABBY: Attagirl. Okay, let's go. Go, go, go.They return to the portal.ABBY: Oh! All right, fire 'em up.They cross the streams.ERIN: Ahh!Rowan looks at a car. The Ghostbusters fly onto their backs from the recoil. Rowan tosses car over shoulder.ABBY: The portal's too strong. We still don't have enough power to reverse it.(extended edition end)Ecto-1 returns.PATTY: Yo, what about that nuclear thing on top of the car?HOLTZMANN: If we can get those reactors super-critical inside the vortex, the beta radiation could 180 the polarity.ERIN: Causing a total protonic reversal.ABBY: It's gonna turn that portal into a giant ghost trap. You are a genius, Patty.PATTY: I'm a Ghostbuster.ABBY: All right, let's narrow his path.They blast one pole at time. Ecto-1 swerves away from each one. "End Of The World (Party One More Time)" is being played in Ecto-1.HOLTZMANN: Aim for the silver canisters.They side step Ecto-1 and fire. Car launches in mid-air into the Portal. They hit the canisters as it descends into the Portal. The Portal turns red. Slimers launch into the air on their seats. Both laugh then are pulled back in. All ghosts are pulled in by red streams of energy shooting out of the Portal.ERIN: It's working!Rowan is pulled back. He resists and holds onto some buildings.ERIN: He's too strong. We can't let the portal close with him still here.ABBY: All right, ladies. Let's loosen his grip.They shoot his "crotch." He winces and clutches his "crotch."PATTY: Yo, that's where you wanted us to shoot, right?ABBY: Yes.Rowan trips on a fire truck. Rowan reaches for the Ghostbusters as he falls.ABBY: Look out!Abby pushes Patty aside. Rowan grabs Abby as he's pulled into the portal.PATTY: Abby!Erin eyes hook on a wire. She ties wire around her waist.PATTY: The portal's closing!Erin runs.ERIN: Abby, hang on! I'm coming!PATTY: What is she doing?The Mercado Hotel is reforming.ERIN: Hang on, Abby!Erin dives into the portal at the last second as the Portal narrows in width. Erin dives through the divide. Rowan grins evilly. Erin fires her thrower at his left arm. He lets go of Abby. Abby spirals. Erin closes the gap and grabs her.ERIN: Abby!Rowan plunges into the end of the divide and vanishes.ABBY: Erin.ERIN: I wasn't gonna leave you twice.ABBY: Yeah. ERIN: Mmm-hmm.They feel a yank.ABBY: Oh!ERIN: Hold on!PATTY: Oh, my God.Patty and Holtzmann pull on Erin's wire.HOLTZMANN: We got to get 'em out of there. PATTY: We got to get 'em out of there!As Erin and Abby reach the red zone of the divide, their hair turns white. Patty and Holtzmann lose their balance. Abby and Erin exit just as the portal closes and they burst through the doors. The Mercado Hotel is back to normal. Day is restored. Police and soldiers look around.HOLTZMANN: Shut up! Yeah!PATTY: Hell yeah!HOLTZMANN: Yeah! Yeah!PATTY: Oh, my God! Oh, my God. Oh, my God!Patty notices the white hair.PATTY: Whoa.HOLTZMANN: Yeah! Yeah!Erin looks at Abby's hair and vice versa.ABBY: What's "whoa"?ERIN: Yes.ABBY: Oh! No!ERIN: Oh, my... Oh, my gosh.ABBY: Oh, my God. Oh, my God!ERIN: Oh, my gosh! Uh... What year is it?HOLTZMANN: It's 2040.ERIN: What!HOLTZMANN: Our president is a plant.ABBY: Oh, my God!HOLTZMANN: I'm kidding. You were gone two seconds.ABBY: We did it, huh?ERIN: Yeah.HOLTZMANN: Yeah, you did it.PATTY: Yep.ERIN: We all did it.ABBY: We all did it.HOLTZMANN: We all did it.KEVIN: That's right. We all did it.Kevin is suddenly with them and eating a sub sandwich.ABBY: Well, uh...PATTY: What did you do, Kevin?KEVIN: I did a lot, actually. I'll have you know that I walked over to the power box, pushed a bunch of buttons. Everything got sucked into the portal, then it closed up.HOLTZMANN: Ah, Kev. Sweet, sweet Kev. The two are unrelated. PATTY: That's...ERIN: Uh, more important question. When did you have time to get a sandwich?KEVIN: Oh, when I was looking for you guys, I looked in that deli over there.ABBY: Uh... When we were risking our lives, trying to save New York City, you stopped in to get a sandwich?KEVIN: Quit splitting hairs, okay? Potatoes, tomatoes. it doesn't matter. Point is, the Ghostbusters... Are back together again, okay? And that's what friends are for. They put their hands into the center of their circle.PATTY: Just glad you okay, man.Holtzmann: [laughs] Kevin!ERIN: Yes. Hold my hand longer.ABBY: Okay. Okay. Okay.Abby taps Erin.KEVIN: I love the hair, by the way. Makes you look a lot older.ABBY: You know what?KEVIN: Hmm?Abby snatches sub and tosses it.KEVIN: A little help, please?It is tossed back to him.(extended edition)ERIN: Uh...Abby mouths 'No' to person off screen. Kevin eats.PATTY: Really?Abby tosses sub again.KEVIN: Can I have the beverage, please?ABBY: Don't.A water bottle is tossed to him from off screen.KEVIN: [drinks] Mmm. And a muffin, thanks.A muffin is thrown to him off screen.ABBY: Oh, my God.PATTY: Are you a wizard?(extended edition end)Chapter 16 starts at 1:59:31 mark (extended edition) or 1:42:49 mark (theatrical version). FOX 5 WNYW New York desk. Anchor #1 on the left (Mike Kelly) and anchor #2 on the right (Rosanna Scotto).FOX 5 ANCHOR #2: In the aftermath of the events, authorities are still trying to understand what happened in Times Square and throughout the city.FOX 5ANCHOR #1: I saw Pilgrims. Ghost Pilgrims.Static (to simulate person changing channels). Day. NY 1 Anchor #1 (Pat Kiernan) is on the streets interviewing Mayor Bradley. Ticker reads "Mayor denies reports of ghosts". Bradley waves at someone off screen. NY 1 ANCHOR #1: So you're honestly gonna stand here and tell me that we didn't all see ghosts, that what actually happened was that terrorists drugged all of the water with hallucinogens.Man in trench coat walks behind them, checks time on wrist watch, walks, then a couple, then a bystander in a maroon hoodie.MAYOR: Yes. Yes. Wait, what?BYSTANDER: Baba Booey!Mayor turns and looks around.ANCHOR #1: I... I...Static. Al Roker on the Today Show in front of weather map of the USA inside the Today Show studio on West 49th Street at Rockefeller Center in Manhattan. Time reads 12:08 and temperature is 72 degrees.AL ROKER: ...with the government trying to claim the event wasn't supernatural, despite so many--Reveals he is on HDTVs inside the Jacob Wirth Co. Restaurant.ROKER: -- eyewitness accounts to the contrary. The big question is, was it the four women who refer to themselves as Ghostbusters who actually thwarted the attack? We may never know.As Roker talks, camera revolves out to the bar. The Ghostbusters, in civies, are seated at a table. Abby and Erin's hair are dyed.ERIN: Well, now I know how Batman feels. Holtzmann laughs.ABBY: You know what? You don't have to keep fiddling with it. I think it looks nice. Right?HOLTZMANN: I'd talk to you at an AA meeting.Patty snickers and drinks.ERIN: It's my fault, anyway. The box said the color was called Garfield.PATTY: Ooh.HOLTZMANN: Mmm.ERIN: It wasn't even the cat. It was the president.(extended edition)ABBY: Oh.ERIN: It was part of the Dead Presidents Color Collection.HOLTZMANN: You stay away from Taft. That's my mother's color. I don't want to see that on anyone's head.ABBY: Mine was "Woman with a Secret." And she was kind of going, "Shh." And she appeared to be in a canoe.(extended edition end)HOLTZMANN: You know what? I want to make a toast.Holtzmann taps glass with utensil.ABBY: Oh.ERIN: Uh-oh. Here we go.PATTY: Here we go.A soccer game is playing on the HDTV in the background, out of focus.HOLTZMANN: Physics is the study of the movement of, uh, bodies in space, and it can unlock the mysteries of the universe. But it cannot answer the essential question of what is our purpose here. And, to me, the purpose of life is to love. And to love is what you have shown me. I didn't think that I would ever really have a friend until I met Abby, and then I feel like I have a family of my own. And I love you. Thank you.Holtzmann clinks glass to glass with Patty then Abby then Erin and sits.ABBY: Thank you.Erin, Abby, and Patty clink drinks.PATTY: I mean, that was like a real thing right there. Yeah, that was... That was, like, so real.Holtzmann clears throat loudly. Lynch pulls out the fifth chair.LYNCH: I'm so sorry I'm late.ERIN: Oh.LYNCH: We want to thank you for your discretion. It's not working at all, but thank you. [chuckles]Patty looking down nods. LYNCH: Actually, we'd like you to continue to study this subject, fully funded. You know, we need to be better prepared, just in case.ERIN: Yeah. Yes, that's smart.ABBY: Yes.LYNCH: Whatever you need, going forward. Anything at all.ERIN: Anything?LYNCH: Anything."Good Girls" instrumental briefly plays. Cut to the Ghostbusters walking to the Firehouse.PATTY: Hell yeah! [laughs]HOLTZMANN: Second floor is mine.PATTY: You can't claim a whole floor.HOLTZMANN: I just did.PATTY: You can't... You can't do that, Holtzy!Patty runs after Holtzmann.ABBY: Not bad, ghost girl.ERIN: Thank you, and I proudly take that title.A black 1984 Cadillac hearse pulls up to the Firehouse. Tires screech. The horn honks twice. A man gets out of the driver's side. Patty steps outside.ERIN: Is that...ABBY: Patty's uncle.PATTY: Unc!UNCLE BILL: Where is it?PATTY: What are you talking about? I told you what happened.UNCLE BILL: Where's the car?PATTY: It's on the other side.UNCLE BILL: In Jersey?PATTY: No, in the portal.ABBY: Ah, huh... You know what? We should probably let them just work this out.ERIN: Excuse me.Abby and Erin make no eye contact and walk past them to the door. Ghostbusters theme starts softly.UNCLE BILL: Patty, I got four funerals this weekend. I can't do them with just one hearse.PATTY: Maybe you could do two at a time.UNCLE BILL: We're not stacking 'em like flapjacks!Credits start at 2:02:32 mark in extended edition or 1:45:37 in theatrical edition with "Directed by Paul Feig" credit. The cover of "Ghostbusters" performed by Walk The Moon starts.Scene starts at 2:02:44 mark in extended edition or 1:45:50 in theatrical edition. Bennie hands a bag to Abby near the doors inside the Firehouse. Instrumentals of cover continue throughout.BENNIE: Here you go.ABBY: Thank you. BENNIE: I know what you did.Bennie leans over and hugs Abby. Erin is a few steps in front to the left at a desk with a big cardboard box. Kevin is near the middle of the room at his desk. Holtzmann is in the back in her lab area.ABBY: What? Oh... Bennie, don't get weird on me, okay? What is that...She takes out a container. It is stuffed with wontons. Bennie smiles.BENNIE: Yeah!"Produced by Amy Pascal, pga" credit superimposed over Bennie.ABBY: I'm just looking for a reasonable ratio of wontons to broth. This is absolute madness.(extended edition)BENNIE: Come on, girl. You deserve every wonton in the world. Don't let any man tell you otherwise.ABBY: Okay, you can go.BENNIE: All right. Are we still good for brunch?ABBY: No. Just go.(extended edition end)Credits resume at 2:03:12 mark in extended edition or 1:46:08 in theatrical edition with particle thrower graphic firing at "Executive Producers" credit of Paul Feig and Jessie Henderson.Scene starts at 2:03:24 mark in extended edition or 1:46:22 in theatrical edition, "Executive Producer" credit for Michele Imperato Stabile is superimposed. Kevin is at his desk in the Firehouse typing with his right index finger and the phone rings. He turns left and answers it. Instrumental of cover continues.KEVIN: Ghostbusters. Please give a detailed description of your apparition. [Kevin gives the thumbs up hand sign to Erin and Abby as they walk by towards the lab. "Director of Photography Robert Yeoman, ASC" superimposed over Erin. "Production Designer Jefferson Sage" superimposed near Kevin's right arm.] Mmm-hmm. Well, that sounds like an illusional meta-physious, spectro-mian. Mmm. Mmm-hmm. [He whispers to Erin and Abby] I'm talking like you guys.ABBY: Way to go, Kev.ERIN: Yeah.Editors credit for Brent White, ACE, and Melissa Bretherton are superimposed over Kevin's left arm.KEVIN: Well, that sounds very scary. It's probably 'cause you got a lot of bad karma from your previous life. Mmm. [drinks and spits] Oh, I hate coffee. [He wipes mouth with his right hand]"Based on 1984 Film Ghostbusters An Ivan Reitman Film Written By Dan Aykroyd and Harold Ramis" superimposed over Abby and Erin.ABBY: I'm just gonna disconnect his phone.ERIN: He won't notice.ABBY: No.Credits resume at 2:03:53 mark in extended edition or 1:46:50 in theatrical edition with graphic of Abby and Melissa McCarthy credit then Erin and Kristen Wiig then Patty and Leslie Jones and Holtzmann and Kate McKinnon. Scene starts at 2:04:09 mark in extended edition or 1:47:06 in theatrical edition. Abby and Erin approach the lab and get Holtzmann's attention. She turns around to them. "Charles Dance" credit superimposed over Erin's rear.ERIN: How's it going over here?HOLTZMANN: Um, good. Really good. I'm, uh, working on some kind of next-level stuff. "Michael Kenneth Williams" credit superimposed over Holtzmann.HOTLZMANN: Case in point.Holtzmann pushes a button on her Keysight FieldFox Microwave Analyzer. The Ghost Transporter, a giant device resembling a bear trap, activates. It clamps shut then releases.ERIN: [gasps] Whoa!ABBY: Wow. [laughs]ERIN: What is this for? HOLTZMANN: It catches ghosts and it transports them somewhere else. I don't know where, uh, but I have a feeling it's Michigan. Sorry, Lansing.Credits resume at 2:04:34 mark in extended edition or 1:47:28 in theatrical edition with Kevin holding up his glamor shots and Mayhem graphics and Chris Hemsworth credit. "Ghostbusters" cover continues.Scene resumes at 2:04:46 mark in extended edition or 1:47:41 in theatrical edition. "Music By Theodore Shapiro" superimposed over Abby.ABBY: Hey, how's this containment unit? Oh, you got that up and going?Abby walks over to a keyboard. "Music Supervision By Erica Weis" superimposed over Containment Unit monitor.HOLTZMANN: Oh, that? Oh, that's going real smooth. Uh, I just would say don't be in a room with it for more than an hour at a time, because I'm thinking a lot of hair loss."Costume Designer Jeffrey Kurland" superimposed over Holtzmann. Dr. Rebecca Gorin walks around the Containment Unit behind Holtzmann. "Visual Effects Supervisor Peter G. Travers" superimposed over Abby.ERIN: Oh, well, that might be something we want to work on. Oh. Uh, hi. Hello. Sorry, I didn't know anyone else was here.HOLTZMANN: What a ding-a-ling. I forgot to introduce. This is my mentor, Dr. Rebecca Gorin."An Ivan Reitman Production" superimposed over Holtzmann.REBECCA: This is reckless, Jillian. All someone has to do is sneeze too hard and everyone in this building is going to disintegrate. HOLTZMANN: It's completely unstable. [Holtzmann laughs as she pats Rebecca's right shoulder with her green lab gloves.] REBECCA: Do we need this safety light?HOLTZMANN: Safety lights are for dudes.REBECCA: Safety lights are for dudes.Holtzmann chuckles and high-fives Rebecca. Rebecca shakes her head.REBECCA: I hate doing that.Patty comes down from the stairs.PATTY: Hey, y'all need to come check this out. Come up to the roof.Patty dashes back up. Cut to Patty exiting the stairwell, followed by Erin, Abby, and Holtzmann. Patty points outward. Patty laughs and claps hands once. Buildings across Manhattan are lit up thanking the Ghostbusters. One reads "NY S2 GB", another "I love GB", another "NY Loves Ghostbusters"ERIN: Is that for us?PATTY: I guess some people actually do know what we did.ABBY: Well, that's not terrible.ERIN: No, it's not. It's not terrible at all.Patty chuckles, puts her right arm around Erin and they hug. Holtzmann puts her arm around Abby. Abby grabs her hand. Erin and Patty link up to them. Abby exhales. Pan out to Manhattan, early evening, all lit up. Fades to black at 2:06:07 mark in extended edition or 1:49:05 and credits resume with particle stream graphic snaking around, pan up to it completing the No Ghost logo then the "Ghostbusters Answer The Call" logo appears over it. "Get Ghost" performed by Mark Ronson, Passion Pit, and A$ap Ferg plays. Credit roll starts for cast with scene of Rowan-possessed Kevin making the police, armed forces, and Homeland Security dance. Gertrude's portrait and Gertrude appear. Kevin's glamor shots. Gertrude puking on Erin. Ghost in mirror. Zhu's signage. 2:09:29 mark in extended edition or 1:52:24 in theatrical edition, "Get Ghost" ends and "Good Girls" performed by Elle King begins at CG Supervisors credit. With Zhu's signage then Zhu's exterior then a close up of Ecto-1's grill then it chases ghost around screen. Streams shoot out sides of screen. Ghosts streak around. Possessed mannequin. Ghost. Holtzmann looking at logo at Seward. Mercado Hotel exterior as ghosts are released. Slimer. Ghosts. P.K.E. Meter, Trap opens. Kevin's girl ghost drawings, the Hot Dog drawings, ghosts, a Hyper-Ionization device, pan up to Electrocuted Ghost, the Ghost Balloons, Ghostbusters entering the Mercado, Slimer, Rowan as Mooglie, the Tall Ghost as Holtzmann disperses him, Beasts of Mayhem lead singer, Electrocuted Ghost, drums, Ghosts from Our Past photos of Erin and Abby, Ghosts from Our Past book, Mannequin blasted, Slimer and Lady Slimer, the Flasher ghost, Rowan's art on pages of Ghosts from Our Past, P.K.E. Meter flies at screen, Rowan's destructor form, Rowan turning corner by Beyond the Fringe sign, close up shots of Rowan's destructor form, ghost footprints, Slimer. The cover of "Ghostbusters" performed by No Small Children starts at 2:12:19 mark in extended edition or 1:55:12 in theatrical edition.Final scene opens at 2:13:06 mark in extended edition or 1:55:59 in theatrical edition. Day. Cars drive past the Firehouse. Cut to the Ghostbusters, in civies, in the lab area of the Firehouse ground floor. Erin and Holtzmann are inspecting a new device in the back. Abby tinkers with something. Patty, headphones on, listens to a recording on the Kudelski Nagra III Reel to Reel Tape Recorder. The device Erin was inspecting clanks.HOLTZMANN: I call it the nutcracker. ERIN: Oh, 'cause it crushes ghosts.HOLTZMANN: No, it's for walnuts.Clanks again. Erin nods.ERIN: Smart.A snippet of the "Saw It Coming" chorus performed by G-Eazy featuring Jeremih plays.PATTY: Huh.Erin walks over between Abby and Patty.ERIN: What is it? Did you get something?Abby rests chin on left palm.PATTY: Yeah. I heard something really weird. What's "Zuul"?Everyone is silent. Erin and Abby can't think of anything and both shake their heads.2:13:44/1:56:34. END.
